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INTRODUCTION
 
This document describes in detail the necessary information for using a 
computer program to calculate the aerodynamic characteristics under symmetri­
cal flight conditions and the lateral-directional stability derivatives of
 
wing-body combinations with upper-surface-blowing (USE) or over-wing-blowing 
(OWB) Jets. This program is an updated version of that described in NASA 
TM X-73987 (reference 1). In addition to the features and restrictions 
described in reference 1, the following new features have been added to the 
program: (1) A fuselage of arbitrary body of revolution has been included. 
The effect of wing-body interference can now be investigated. (2) All 
nine lateral-directional stability derivatives can be calculated. 
The program is written in Fortran language and runs on CDC Cyber 175 
and Honeywell 66/60 computers. It is available from COSMIC of the University 
of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.
 
SYMBOLS 
A. cross sectional area of the jet
 
CT thrust coefficient = thrust/qSw 
M j Mach number of the jet 
MW Mach number of the freestream 
Ptj jet total pressure 
p. static pressure
 
q freestream dynamic pressure 
r(x) fuselage radius as a function of x
 
S w wing area
 
T. static temperature of the jet in 'R or 'K3
 
T freestream static temperature in 'R or 'K
 
V. Jet velocity 
Vm freestream velocity 







p i jet density 
p. freestream density 
ratio of specific heats 
Description of New Program Features
 
The program can be ru without the fuselage, in exactly the same manner 
as described in reference 1. Therefore, all instructions concerning the
 
preparation of wing-jet geometry in reference 1 are still applicable. When
 
a fuselage is present, the coordinate origin should be assumed on the fuselage 
axis, with the positive x-axis coincident with the fuselage axis and pointing 
downstream. The wing and jet geometry should be defined accordingly. The 
jet 	is not allowed to wash the fuselage in the present program. Some restric­
tions in preparing the fuselage geometry are described below.
 
(i) 	The fuselage must be a body of revolution; but otherwise, arbitrary
 
axial distribution of crogs-sectional area is allowed. No fuselage
 
camber effect is included. For arbitrary bodies, their equivalent 
bodies of revolution may be used.
 
(2) 	 The wing chord along the wing-body juncture is best to be parallel 
to the freestream. The wing planform as described by the input 
data 	should not penetrate into the fuselage.
 
(3) 	 The fuselage geometry can be described to the program by providing 
r(x) analytically to the function subprogram FUTR(X) and r todx 
the function subprogram SLOP(X). Alternatively, the radii at a
 
finite number of stations (restricted to be 21 or less) can be 
input. 
Since the fuselage aft body is greatly influenced by the displaced wake, 
and since the wake displacement is not accounted for in the program, the 
fuselage contribution to lift and pitching moment may not be accurate. However, 
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the fuselage lift is known to be small in most cases and can therefore be 
neglected.
 
When the lateral-directional stability derivatives are to be calculated, 
the program will always start to compute the symmetrical aerodynamic charac­
teristics first, as some of these derivatives depend on the symmetrical 
flight conditions. Therefore, it is not possible for the program to calcu­
late these derivatives only, without calculating the symmetrical loading 
at the same time. As has been shown previously (reference 2), the fuselage
 
contribution to forces and moments is very much affected by the viscous 
effect. More accurate evaluation of the fuselage contribution to the
 
derivatives can be made if some last portion of the fuselage is not included 
in the force and moment integrations (reference 2). This is done in the 
present program by providing a value to the input variable "Xl" which is 
related empirically to the last station to be included in the force and 
moment integrals. If it is not exactly clear from the geometry of the 
equivalent body of revolution what value of "Xl" should be input, a value 
of 0.75 - 0.85 for fuselages with upswept after body and 1.0 for others should 
provide reasonable results under usual circumstances. 
The total number of vortices representing the wing can be determined
 




LPANEL = [in(l) + NW(2) + IW()] x [ E (4i(I) - 1)] 
I=l
 
where the input variables appearing on the right hand side are defined in 
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the section under Input Data Format. Since the wing-body interference is 
accounted for through the matching of Fourier components of the induced 
velocities on the fuselage surface, the number of additional unknowns due 
to the presence of the fuselage is equal to the product of the number of 
Fourier components "NT" used and the number of stations "NF" at which the 
body boundary condition is to be satisfied. Therefore, the total number 
of unknowns to be solved for the wing-body alone without the jet is 
LWF = LPANEL + NT x NF 
LPANEL is limited to 100 and LWF to 130. For good results, NT can be set 
to 2 and NF to 12-14. 
The number of vortex elements used to represent the outside (or inside) 


















For wing-body configurations, the jet should be considered as non-centered. 




LTOTAL = LPAWEL + 2 x JPANEL 
With the fuselage included, the total number of unknowns becomes 
LWFJ = LWF + 2 x JPANEL 
where JPANEL is limited to 100, or such that LPANEL + JPANEL is less than 
200. LTOTAL is limited to 300 and LWFJ to 330. LWFJ is the number to be 
used to calculate the array size for GAMI(I) to be mentioned later. 
INPUT DATA FORMAT
 
Group 1. Format 13A6 1 card 
Any title identifying the cases to be run. 
Group 2. Format 3(6X,14) 1 card 
ICASE Number of cases to be run. 
NG = 0 if all cases have the same geometry other than 
the angle of attack. 
= 1 if new configurations or different freestream­
jet velocity ratios are to be treated. 
ISTM = 0 for a centered jet 
= 1, otherwise. 
LAT = 0 for symmetrical aerodynamic characteristics only. 
= 1 for lateral-directional stability derivatives in 
addition to symmetrical aerodynamic characteristics. 
Group 3. Format 8F10.5 1 card 
A41 Mach number of the freestream 
A1 Mach number of the jet flow 
VMU Freestream velocity divided by jet velocity. 
TRP Jet static temperature divided by freestream static
 
temperature. Assumed to be the same as ratio of 
freestream density and jet density.
 
ALP Angle of attack in degrees.
 
XEL X-coordinate of the wing L.E. at the jet centerline.
 
XET X-coordinate of the wing T.E. at the jet centerline.
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Note: If the thrust .coefficient is given, V4U may be computed as 
V. 2C (w/2) 1/2

_j_= I {1 + [1 + T 
V 2 A .(pj/p T 
V'U = V/Vj 
where CT = thrust coefficient
 
Sw = wing area used to define CT .
 
Ai = jet cross-sectional area
 
When the thrust coefficient is computed with the static thrust, the
 
following formula for V./V is preferred:
 
1/2S CT(S /2) 
V. 2A(Pi/.)I 
If the nozzle pressure ratio, pt j/p , i's given, the following isen­













Group 4. 	Format 2(6X, I4) 5F10.5
 
NFP Number of flap sections, including the jet span.
 
A maximum of five flap sections may be input. 
NJP Numerical order of the jet span among the NFP sections. 
DF(I) Flap deflection angles in degrees for the flap sections. 
I=l, NFP 
Group 5. 	Format 7F10.5 1 card
 
HALFSW One half of the reference wing area. 
CPF Reference chord
 
TWIST Difference in angles of attack at the tip and the root
 
in deg. Negative for washout.
 
TWISTR Incidence angle of the root chord in degrees.
 
XJ X, Y, and Z-coordinates of the midpoint of the jet cross-








Note: The last four variables are needed only for over-wing-blowing
 
applications. They may be any non-zero numbers for USB appli­
cations, unless the rectangular jet is not on the wing surface
 
and the entrainment effect is to be accounted for. For the
 
latter case, these variables are used to define the equivalent
 
circular jet. 
Group 6. Format 7F10.5 1 card 
TEANGL 	Trailing-edge half angle of the airfoil at the jet center­
line in deg. For USB applications, it may be arbitrary.
 
PTIAL 	 = 0. for clean or full-span flap configuration 
= 1. for partial-span flap deflection.
 
USB = 1. for USB applications
 
= 0. for 0WB applications 
CAMLER L.E. camber slope at the root leading edge 
CAMLET L.E. camber slope at the tip leading edge. 
CAMTER T.E. camber slope at the root trailing edge 
CAMTET T.E. camber slope at the tip trailing edge. 
Note: For 	USB applications, TEANGL may be any value. If the camber 
ordinates 	are to be read in, the leading edge and trailing
 
edge camber slopes may be arbitrary numbers. 
Note: The following card must be omitted for OWB applications.
 
Group 7 	 Format 3F10.5 1 card 
CMU Jet thrust coefficient 
DFJ Jet deflection angle in degrees at the trailing edge relative 
to the chord line. At small flap angles, it may be taken as 
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the sum of flap angle and the airfoil trailing edge half 
angle. At large flap angles, experimental values should 
be used. 
TNJ 	 = 0. if the entrainment is not to be accounted for. Usually
 
this is the case if the jet is on the wing surface. 
= 1. if the entrainment due to an equivalent round jet 
is to be accounted for when a rectangular jet is not on 
the wing surface. 
Group 8 	 Format 8(6x, I4) 1 card 
NC 	 Number of spanwise sections. A natural way of dividing a 
planform into sections is to follow lines of discontinuity, 
such as edges of partial-span flap, jet boundaries, wing 
edge discontinuities, etc. See Figure 1. NC is limited to 8. 
Ml(I) 	 Number of vortex strips in each spanwise section, plus one. 
I=1,NC 	Minimum value for each is 3. Maximum for each Ml(I) is 31.
 
The total number of spanwise strips is limited to 30. 
ITWING Numerical order of last wing spanwise section. 
Group 9 Format 5(6X, I4) 1 card 
NJW(I) The numerical order of the flap and jet spans among 
=1l,NFP the spanwise sections.
 
Group 10 	 Format 5(6X, Ih) 1 card 
NW(1) Number of chordwise vortex elements in each chordwise section. 
NW(2) The planform is divided into chordwise sections according 
NW(3) to such lines of discontinuity as jet exit, flap hinge, etc. 
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If there is only one section, SET NW(2) = NW(3) = 0. For
 
2 sections, SET NW(3) = o. 
ICAM = 1 if the camber ordinates of the airfoils are to be 
read in. 
dZ 
- 0, otherwise. In this case, the camber functions (-a­
~dz
 
in close-form expressions are to be inserted manually into
 
subprograms ZCR(x) 	and ZCT(X), the root chord and tip 
chord camber functions, respectively.
 
IM 	 Number of camber ordinates to be read in. (Limited to eleven). 
Arbitrary if ICAM = 0. 
Note: Group 11 must be deleted if ICA = 0. 
Group 11. Format 8F10.5 4 or 8 cards 
7T] ,-4), J=J ,I Hon-dimensional x-coordinates to define root 
zC(lJ), J=l,14 	 Non-dimensional camber ordinates of the 
root chord. 
XT(2,J), J=1,IM Non-dimensional x-coordinates to define tip camber. 
ZC(2,J), J=1,IM Non-dimensional camber ordinates of the tip chord. 
Group 12. Format 6F10.5 1 card for each wing section.
 
XXL(l) x-coordinate of the leading edge of the inboard boundary
 
chord of a given spanwise section.
 
XXT(l) x-coordinate of the trailing edge of the inboard boundary 
chord of 	the same spanwise section.
 
YL(l) 	 y-coordinate of the inboard boundary chord. 
XXL(2) 	x-coordinate of the leading edge of the outboard boundary
 
chord of 	the same spanwrise section. 
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XXT(2) x-coordinate of the trailing edge of the outboard boundary chord 
YL(2) y-cqordinate of the outboard boundary chord. 




Group 13. Format 6(6X, I4) 1 card 
NNJ Number of jet sections. 
Note. The jet region above or on the wing must be 
divided into streamwise sections by following the divided
 
planform pattern. It is important to start the jet
 
sections always from the wing leading edge even if the jet exit
 
is downstream of the leading edge. The only exception is when
 
the jet exit is at the trailing edge. In this case,
 
IhNJ=l and the jet section starts from the trailing edge. 
NNJ is limited to 4. For the configuration of Figure 1, 
NiqK=4. 
NSJ 	 = Number of jet circumferential strips minus one for a non­
centered jet (always use odd numbers). 
= Number of jet circumferential strips on the half jet plus 
one for a centered jet (always use even numbers). See 
figure 3 of ref. 1. 
NCJ(I), 	No. of streamwise vortex elements in each section. There
 
I=1,iNNJ 
should be NNJ numbers. For those jet sections above the
 
wing, these numbers should agree with the corresponding
 
numbers 	 of wing vortices. See NW(l). NW(2), NW(3) in 
Group 10.
 
Note: Group 14 must be deleted for USB applications 




XXL(2) Coordinates of bounding chords of the jet section
 




Note. Group 15 is to be deleted for OWB applications.
 
Group 15. Format 4F10.5 (4xNNJ) cards. 
XXL(I) Coordinates of the bounding lines defining the 
XXT(I) rectangular jet sections in USB applications. 
YL(I) They are the x-coordinates of the leading and 
ZL(I) trailing edges, the y-coordinate and the z­
I=1,... ,4 coordinate of the bounding line. The 4 stream­
wise edges of each section are defined in the
 
order illustrated in figure 2. There are 4 
cards for each jet section. The jet section be­
hind the trailing edge, (trailing jet section), 
should be at least one local chord in length. 
Group 16 Format 2(6X, 14) 1 card
 
NDG Number of sections in which the dihedral is to be
 




defined in Group 8. NDG must be at least 1, and Iimited 
to 5. 
MDG = 1 if the dihedral angle of any section is not zero. 
= 0 if no dihedral exists. 
Group 17 Format 8F10.5 
SNG(1) Dihedral angle in degrees of the first section. Negative 
for anhedral. 
YG(1) the outboard y-coordinate of the first dihedral section. 
Repeated NDG times. 
Group 18 Format 6(6X, I4) 1 card 
KF = 1 if the fuselage is present 
= 0, otherwise 
NT 	 Number of Fourier components used to satisfy the fuselage 
surface boundary condition (excluding the zero-order 
component). Limited to 5. Normally, NT = 2 should pro­
vide good results., If NT of more than 2 is to be used, 
care should be taken as NT*NF is limited to 30 in the pre­
sent array dimension specifications
 
NCU 	 Number of fuselage circumferential locations at which 
the pressure loading is to be computed. For midwing 
configurations, use even numbers. Normally, 7 or 8 should 
be sufficient. Limited to 10. 
NF 	 Number of control stations along the fuselage axis at which 




Normally, 12-14 should be sufficient. Limited to 
20. 
KW Set to 1 always. 
NYF(I) Set to be equal to N. 




Note: The following input data, Groups 19, 20, and 21 must be omitted if
 
no fuselage is present.
 
Group 19 Format 6F10.5 1 card
 
XAS(l) x-coordinate of the fuselage nose.
 
XAS(2) x-coordinate of the fuselage tail. 
FUSIND = 0. if the fuselage geometry (i.e., r(x)) is to be 
defined analytically in subprograms FUB(X) and SLOP(X), 
where FURX) = r(x) and SLOP(X) = r dr/dx. 
= 1. if r(x) is to be defined numerically in Groups 20 
and 21. 
FUSNO 	 = number of fuselage stations to be input to define r(x) 
if FUSIND = 1. Limited to 21. 
= 0., otherwise 
X1 Body station in fraction of body length at which the rate 
of change of cross-sectional area with body length first 
reaches maximum negative value. See the section under 
Description of New Program Features.
 
XJF 	 = 1. if the lower inboard edge of the USB jet is on the
 







Note. Groups 20 and 21 should be omitted if FUSIND = 0. 
Group 20 Format 8F10.5 
XFF(I) Fuselage x-stations referred to the coordinate origin 
to define r(x). Total number of stations is defined by 
FUSNO.
 
Group 21 Format 8F10.5
 
RFF(I) Fuselage radii corresponding to the x-stations XFF(I).
 
Group 22 Format F10.5 (ICASE-1) cards
 
ALP angles of attack in degrees. These cards are to be
 
included o if additional angles of attack for the
 
same configuration and Vmu (NGO) are to be run. 
Note: The read statements for the input data in group 3 thru 
group 21 can be seen in subroutine "GEOMTY" of the program 
listing along with a short definition of the parameters to
 
be read in. The read statements for groups 1, 2, and 22
 
along with the corresponding parameter definitions can be
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(7 ­3,/g) ~o 
/ -- Inpub Data 
Card Jet Section Edge (I) QcL(1) XXT(I) YL(I) ZL(I) 
1 1 -1 2 3 0 
2 2 -1 2 3 .* 
3 1st 3 -1 2 6 .5 
4 4 -1 2 6 0 
5 1 2 3 3 0 
6 2 2 3 3 . 
7 aid 3 2 3 6 .5 
8 4 2 3 6 0 
9 1 3 7 3 0 
10 2 3 7 3 .5 
11 3rd 3 3 7 6 .5 
12 4 3 7 6 0 
Figure 2 Input Coordinates For USB Jet Sections 
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Pre-Run Check List 
Before the program is run, the following checklist should be com­
pleted:
 
(1) The array, GAMMA, defined in the subroutine "SOLUTN", should 
be dimensioned to have at least (N+l)2/4 elements, where N
 
is the total number of unknowns (=LTOTAL or LMFJ). 
(2) 	 For N = 256, the minimum memory needed is 48K (decimal). 
For any other N, the required memory can be computed accordingly, 
based on the change in GAMMA array. 
(3) 	 The root and tip camber slope functions should be defined 
manually in the subprograms ZCR(X), ZCT(X) respectively, 
otherwise the root and tip camber ordinates should be read in. 
The camber slope function, dzc/dx, is defined with respect to a 
unit chord length. Similarly, the fuselage shape r(x) and 
r dr/dx should be defined manually in the subprograms FUR(X) 
and SLOP(X), respectively. Otherwise, r(x) should be read in 
numerically. 
(4) Seven temporary files or tapes must be provided, being designated
 
as (01) through (OW) and (07) through (09).
 






First the title of the job and the input data will be printed in the 
same format as -it was input. If the job is an over-wing blowing configu­
ration the computed jet entrainment will be printed after the fourth line 
of input data as follows: 
XJET Downstream distance of a given cross-section from the
 
jet- exit divided by the jet radius at the exit (r ).
o 
RJET the radius of the jet cross section divided by the original 
jet radius (r ). 
DM Values printed are actually the nondimensionalized en­
trainment function E(R) (see equation 33 of reference 3)
 
HALF SW the reference half-wing area
 
CREF the reference chord
 
LPANEL the number of wing vortices 
JPANEL the number of outer (or inner) jet vortices 
LDFJ total number of unknowns to be solved.
 
LWFJ 	 = LPANEL + JPANEL*2 + NT*1F 
If the job is an OWB configuration a note will be printed at this time
 
indicating the shape of the equivalent jet cross-section used for the
 
interaction computations along with 3 parameters defined below.
 






2. 	Equivalent Jet Radius: the radius of the jet at the
 




V-	 the velocity ratio of the equivalent jet. 
J 
Vortex Element Endpoint Coordinates 
(XlYl,Z1 ) 	 coordinates for the inboard endpoint of a bound vortex 
element 
(X2 ,Y2 ,z 2 ) 	 coordinates for the corresponding outboard endpoint. 
Wing elements are listed first and then jet elements. 





2 columns of control point coordinates, one point for each vortex 
element. Number of points listed should equal LPANTL. + JPAEL. 
Sectional Pressure and Force Data 
XV Percent chord location 
YV Percent half span location 
CP the total AC at the given (XV, YV) point due to both wing­p 
body and jet induced circulation 
CPW The AC that would occur at that same point for the wing­p 
body alone case
 
Y/SP the y-coordinate of the chord in question divided by the
 
half-span 




CM 	 The sectional pitching moment coefficient about the Y-axis,
 
2 
nondimensionalized with c . 
CT The sectional leading edge thrust coefficient, nondimension­
alized with a c. 
CDI The sectional induced drag coefficient, nondimensionalized 
with qc. 
CLW The sectional lifT, coefficient for thc -ixg-bory klon 
case 






































Total Force and Moment Data
 
- The total circulation lift coefficient due to the 
wing, wing-jet interaction and entrainment (if any).
 
Fuselage lift is not included.
 








= Pitching moment coefficient due to all circulation forces,
 
about the Y-axis. Nondimensionalized with CREF. Fuselage
 
moment is not included.
 
In the case of 0WB jobs, these coefficients reflect
 
the total jet-on forces and moments, but for USB jobs
 
the Coanda force and moment coefficients must be added
 
to these; see below.
 
USB Jobs 




- Drag coefficient due to the drag component of the jet
 
reaction. Jet thrust is included.
 
- Pitching moment coefficient due to the pitching moment caused
 





In the case of O.W.B. jobs the next three coefficients listed have the
 
same definitions as the first three except that the effects of wing-jet
 




The next four coefficients printed are due to aerodynamic forces and
 
moments with jet off.
 




If the lateral-directional stability derivatives axe to be computed, 
they will be printed last, both based on the body axes and the stability 
axes. It should be noted that additional side force at the engine 
inlet, and therefore additional yawing moment, would occur due to yawed flow 
conditions, such as in side slip. These effects are not included in the 
output. For more details, see ref. 4, for example. The s-derivatives 
are in per radian. 
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Example Input and Output
 
Test Case 1 is for an upper-surface blowing configuration
 
of a wing with zero camber.
 
Test Case 2 is for the wing-body configuration of ref. 5.
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?p 0.15012 N.0l6 0.76Q O.2t7 
'0 1 
'2 0 0 0 0 0 
*** TEST CASE 1, wING nNLY ** 
1 0 1 1 Output for Test Case 1 
xx xxxx xxxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxx 
CASE NUMBER - 1 
xxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxx xx xxxx 
INPUT DATA 
0.00000 0.00000 .19650 1.0000 5.00000 .02826 .4687 
1 1 0.00000 
.45500 .36630 0.00000 3.00000 .22961 .26900 0.00000 1.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 V.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
1.80000 10.00000 0.00000 
3 3 4 9 3 
'2 
3 4 0 0 0 
-.12700 .07462 0.00000 -. 03405 .16757 .16100 .16100 
-.03405 .16757 .16100 .09060 .29222 .37690 .16100 
.09060 .29222 .37690 .65023 .81783 1.34620 .16100 
.07462 .38100 0.00000 .16757 .43324 .16100 .16100 
.16757 .43324 .16100 .29222 .50330 .37690 .16100 
.29222 .50330 .37690 .81783 .81783 1.34620 .16100 
3 7 3 4 4 
-.03405 .16757 .16100 .16100 
-.03405 .16757 .16100 .22700 
.09060 .29222 .37690 .22700 
.09060 .29222 .37690 .16100 
.16757 .43324 .16100 .16100 
.16757 .43324 .16100 .22700 00 
.29222 .50330 .37690 .22700 
.29222 .50330 .37690 .16100 tO 
.43324 .90053 .16100 .16100 
.43324 .90053 .16100 .22700 
.50330 .91600 .37690 .22700 
.50330 .91600 .37690 .16100 
1 1 
5.00000 1.34620 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
HALF SW- .45500E+00 CREF- .36630E+00 
LPANELJPANELLWFJ= 
91 88 2o7 



















.06111 .10759 0.00000 .08050 .16100 .16100
 
-.06702 -.02054 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
.02028 .06676 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
.10759 .15406 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
-.02054 .01793 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.06676 .10523 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.15406 .19254 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.01793 .06563 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.10523 .15294 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.19254 .24024 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.06563 .10411 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.15294 .19141 .3102b .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.24024 .27871 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.10411 .14144 .37690 .44183 .16100 .16100
 
.19141 .22776 .37690 .44183 .16100 .16100
 
.27871 .31408 .37690 .44183 .16100 .16100
 
.14144 .20365 .44183 .55002 .16100 .16100
 
.22776 
 .28833 .44183 .55002 .16100 .16100
 
.31408 .37300 .44183 .55002 
 .16100 .16100'
 
.20365 .28747 .55002 .69579 .16100 .16100
 
.28833 .36993 .55002 .69579 .1blO0 .16100
 
.37300 .45238 .55002 .69579 .16100 .16100
 
.28747 .38278 .69579 .86155 .16100 .16100
 
.36993 .46272 .69579 .86155 .16100 .16100
 
.45238 .54266 .69579 .86155 .16100 .16100
 
.38Z78 .47809 .66155 1.02731 .16100 .16100
 
.46272 .55551 .86155 1.02731 .16100 .16100
 
.54266 .63293 .86155 1.02731 .16100 .16100
 
.47809 .56191 1.02731 1.17308 .16100 .16100
 
.55551 .63711 1.02731 1.1730e .16100 .16100
 
.63293 .71232 1.02731 1.17308 .16100 .16100
 
.56191 .62412 1.17308 1.28127 .16100 .16100
 
.63711 .69768 1.17308 1.28127 .16100 .16100
 
.71232 .77124 1.17308 1.28127 .16100 .16100
 
.62412 .65722 1.28127 1.33884 .16100 .16100
 
.69768 .72991 1.28127 1.33884 .16100 .16100
 
.77124 .80259 1.28127 1.33884 .16100 .16100
 
.08628 .13198 0.00000 .08050 .16100 .16100
 
.16919 .20938 0.00000 .08050 .16100 .16100
 
.28643 .31884 0.00000 .08050 .16100 .16100
 
.36934 .39623 0.00C00 .09050 .16100 .16100
 
.13198 .17768 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
.20938 .24957 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
.31884 .35124 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
.39623 
 .42313 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
.1776R .21551 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.24957 .26284 .16100 .22764 .16100 .161d0
 
.35124 .37806 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.42313 .44539 .16100 .227o4 .1olor .16100
 
.21551 .26242 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.28284 .32410 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.37806 .41132 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.44539 .47300 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.26242 .30025 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.32410 .35737 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.41132 .43815 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.47300 .49527 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.30025 .33492 .37690 .44183 .16100 .16100
 
.35737 .38022 .37690 .44183 .16100 .16100
 
.43815 .46358 .37690 .44183 .16100 .16100
 
.49527 .51687 .37690 .44183 .16100 .16100
 
.33492 .39270 .44183 .55002 .16100 .16100
 
.38822 .43961 .44183 .55002 .16100 .16130
 
.46358 .50596 44183 .55002 .16100 .16100
 
.51687 .55288 .44183 .55002 .16100 .16100
 
.39270 .47053 .55002 .69579 .16100 .16100
 
.43961 .50886 .55002 .69579 .16100 .16100
 
.50596 .56306 .55002 .69579 .16100 .16100
 
.55288 .60139 .55002 .69579 .16100 .16100
 
.47053 .55904 .69579 .86155 .16100 .16100
 
.50886 .58760 .69579 .86155 .16100 .16100
 
.56306 .62799 .69579 .8o155 .16100 .1610u
 
.60139 .65655 .69579 .86155 .16100 .16100
 
.55904 .64755 .86155 1.02731 .16100 .16100
 
.58760 .66634 .86155 1.02731 1±6100 .16100
 
.62799 .69292 .86155 1.02731 .16100 .16100
 
.65655 .71171 .86155 1.02731 .16100 .16100
 
.64755 .72539 1.02731 1.17308 .16100 .16100
 
.66634 .73559 1.02731 1.17308 .16100 .16100
 
.69292 .75002 1.02731 1.17306 .16100 .16100
 
.71171 .76022 1.02731 1.17308 .16100 .16100
 
.72539 .78316 1.17308 iZ28127 .16100 .16100
 
.73559 .78699 1.17308 1.29127 .16100 .16100
 
.75002 .79240 1.17308 1.28127 .16100 .16100
 
.76022 .79622 1.17308 1.28127 .16100 .16100
 
.78316 .81390 1.28127 1.33884 .16100 .16100
 
.78699 .81433 1.28127 1.33884 .16100 .16100
 
.79240 .81495 1.28127 1.33884 .16100 .16100
 
.79622 .81538 1.28127 1.33854 .16100 .16100
 
-.02054 -.02054 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.06676 ,1*-7 _ io .16100 ol3O .Z2700
 
.15406 .15406 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
-.02054 .01793 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.06676 .10523 .1bloC .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.15406 .19254 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.01793 .06563 .22764 .31026 .22700 .227Q0
 
.10523 .31'-4 .227A4 .31026 .2270, .22700
 
.19254 .24U24 .22764 .31026 .227' .22700
 
.06563 .10411 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.15294 .19141 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.24024 .27871 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.10411 .10411 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.19141 
 .19141 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.27871 .27871 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
-.02054 .01793 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.06676 .10523 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.15406 .19254 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.01793 .06563 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.10523 .15294 .2Z764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.19254 .24024 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.06563 .10411 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16,00
 
.15294 .19141 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.24024 .27871 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.17768 
 .17768 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.24957 .24957 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.35124 
 .35124 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.42313 .42313 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.17768 .21551 .1610P .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.2(t957 .282B4 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.35124 .37806 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.42313 .44539 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.21551 .26242 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.28284 .32410 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.37806 .41132 .22764 .31q26 .22700 .22700
 
.44539 .47300 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.26242 .30025 .31026 37690 .22700 .22700
 
.32410 .35737 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.41132 .43815 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.47300 .49527 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.30025 .30025 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.35737 .35737 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.43815 .43815 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.49527 
 .49527 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.17768 .21551 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.24957 
 .28284 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.35124 .37806 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100 "
 
.42313 .44539 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.21551 
 .26242 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.28284 .32410 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.37806 .41132 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.44539 .47300 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.26242 .30025 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.32410 .35737 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.41132 .43815 .31026 .3769v .16100 .16100
 
.47300 .49527 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.45103 .45103 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.57747 .57717 .1100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.75630 .75630 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.88274 .88274 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.45103 .47201 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.57747 .59390 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.75630 .76627 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.88274 .88816 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.47201 .49802 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.59390 .61426 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.76627 .77864 .22764 .31025 .22700 .22700
 
.88816 .89488 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.49802 .51901 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.61426 .63068 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.77864 .78862 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.89488 .90029 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.51901 .51901 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.63068 .63068 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.78862 .78862 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.90029 .90029 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.45103 .47201 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.57747 .59390 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.75630 .76627 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.88274 .88816 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.47201 .49802 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.59390 .61426 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.76627 .77864 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.8826 .89488 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.49802 .51901 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.61426 .63068 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.77864 .78862 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 




XCP YCP ZCP XCP YCP ZCP
 
.05336 .04025 .16100 .04745 .04025 .16100
 
.09786 .04025 .16100 -.00689 .12075 .16100
 
.09393 .12075 .16100 .14433 .12075 .16100
 
.03461 .19262 .16100 .13542 .19262 .16100
 
.18582 .19262 .16100 .07868 .26895 .16100
 
.17949 .26895 .16100 .22989 .26895 .16100
 
.12275 .34528 .16100 .Z2356 .34528 .16100
 
.27397 .34528 .1610C .15762 .40613 .16130
 
.25792 .40613 .16100 .30807 .40613 .16100
 
.20547 .49029 .16100 .30429 .49029 .16100
 
.35370 .49029 .16100 .27879 .61922 .16100
 
.37534 .61922 .16100 .42362 .61922 .16100
 
.36872 .77739 .16100 .46250 .77739 .16100
 
.50939 .77739 .16100 .46442 .94571 .161d0
 
.55525 .94572 .16100 .60066 .94571 .16100
 
.55435 1.10387 .16100 .64240 1.10387 .16100
 
.68643 1.10387 .16100 .62766 1.23281 .16100
 
.71345 1.23281 .16100 .75635 1.23281 .16100
 
.67551 1.31697 .16100 .75982 1.31697 .16100
 
.80198 1.31697 .16100 .14124 .04025 
 .16100
 





.28226 .12075 .16100 .37978 .12075 .16100
 
.42018 .12075 .16100 .22356 
 .19262 .16100
 
.31466 .19262 .16100 .40576 
 .19262 .16100
 
.44350- .19262 .26480 .16100
.16100 .26895 

.34908 .26895 .16100 .43336 
 .26895 .16100
 
.46827 .26895 .16100 .30605 .34528 .16100
 
.38350 .34528 .16100 .46096 
 .34528 .16100
 
.49304 .34528 .16100 .33805 .40613 .16100
 
.41043 .40613 .16100 .48280 .40613 .16100
 
.51278 .40613 .16100 .38100 
 .49029 .16100
 
.44690 .49029 .16100 .51280 .49029 .16100
 
.54009 .49029 .16100 .44681 .61922 .16100
 
.50278 .61922 .16100 .55875 
 .61922 .16100
 
.58193 .61922 *1o100 .52753 .77739 .16100
 
.57132 .77739 .16100 .61512 .77739 .16100
 
.63326 .77739 .16100 .61343 
 .94571 .16100
 






.71281 1.10387 .16100 .73147 1.10387 .16100
 
.73920 1.10387 .16100 .75996 1.23281 .16100
 
.76869 1.23281 .16100 .77742 1.23281 .16100
 
.78104 1.23281 .16100 1.31697
.8029i .16100
 
.80516 1.31697 .16100 .80741 1.31697 .16100
 
.80835 1.31697 .16100 .01635 .16100 .19400
 





.18582 .19262 .22700 .07868 .26895 .22700
 
.17949 .26895 .22700 .22989 .26895 .22700
 
.12275 .34528 .22700 .22356 .34528 .22700
 











.17949 .26895 .16100 .22989 .26895 .16100
 
.12275 .34528 .16100 .34528
.22356 .16100
 
.27397 .34528 .16100 .20648 .16100 .19400
 
.30040 .16100 .lq400 .39433 .16100 .19400
 
.43324 .16100 .19400 .22356 
 .19262 .22700
 
.31466 .19262 .22700 .40576 .19242 .22700
 
.44350 .19262 .22700 .26430 .26895 .22700
 
.34908 .26895 
 .22700 .43336 .26895 .2270'0
 
.46827 .26895 .22700 .30605 .34528 .22700
 
.38350 .34528 .22700 .46096 .34528 .22700
 
.49304 .34528 .22700 .32313 .37690 .19400
 
.39776 .37690 .19400 .47239 .37690 .19400
 
.50330 .37690 .19400 .22356 .19262 .16100
 
.31466 .19262 .16100 .40576 .19262 .16100
 
.44350 .19262 .16100 .26480 .26895 .16100
 
.34908 .26895 .16100 .43336 .26895 .16100
 
.46027 .26895 .16100 .30605 .34528 .16100
 
.38350 .34528 .16100 .46096 .34528 .16100
 
.49304 .34528 .16100 .50167 .16100 .19400
 
.66688 .16100 .19400 .83210 .16100 .19400
 
.90053 .16100 .19400 .51076 .19262 .22700
 
.67315 .19262 .22700 .83553 .19262 .22700
 
.90280 .19262 .22700 .53271 .26895 .22700
 
.68827 .26895 .22700 .84383 .26895 .22700
 
.90826 .26895 .22700 .55465 .34528 .22700
 
.70339 .34528 .22700 .85213 .34528 .22700
 
.91373 .34528 .22700 .56374 .37690 .19400
 
.70965 .37690 .19400 .85556 .37690 .19400
 
.91600 .37690 .19400 .51076 .19262 .16100
 
.67315 .19262 .16100 .83553 .19262 .16100
 
.90280 .19262 .16100 .53271 .26895 .16100
 
.68827 .26895 .16100 .84383 .26895 .16100
 
.90826 .26895 .16100 .55465 .34528 .16100
 










VORTEX XV YV CP CPW 
1 .02713 .02990 1.82867 1.71493 
2 .20250 .02990 .72016 .65714 
3 .37787 .02990 .49340 .43323 
4 .42765 .02990 .43644 .37765 
5 .58865 .02990 .40451 .32917 
6 .81635 .02990 .27016 .19962 
7 .97735 .02990 .09796 .06716 
8 .02829 .08970 2.03928 1.90521 
9 .21113 .08970 .72887 .66321, 
10 .39398 .08970 ' .45966 .42321 
11 .44426 .0970 .42926 .35985 
12 .60059 .08970 .40638 .31311 
13 .82168 .08970 127 184 .18731 
14 .97801 .08970 .10743 .06125 
15 .02941 .14308 2.09304 1.99767 
16 .21949 '14308 .72271 .67424 
17 .40957 .14308 .34005 .42083 
18 .46033 .14308 1.03031 .34900 
19 .61214 .14308 1.14684 .30524 
20 .82684 .14308 .74894 .18107 
21 .97865 .14308 2.58549 .05894 
22 .03070 .19978 2.15486 2.06422 
23 .22912 .19978 .72365 .68234 
24 .42754 i19978 .33955 .41747 
25 .47885 .19978 1.20752 .33739 
26 .62545 ;19978 1.17653 .29922 
27 .83278 .19978 .83687 .17691 
28 .97938 .19978 2.84410 .05772 
29 .03210 .25649 2;19760 2.10094 
30 .23963 .25649 .73448 .68559 
31 .44715 ;25649 .34729 .41466 
32 .49907 .25649 .82231 .32619 
33 .63999 .25649 1.03385 .29501 
34 .83927 .25649 .72370 .17474 
35 .98018 25649 2.69778 .05705 
36 '03315 .30168 2.28225 2.12341 
37 .24746 .30168 .75709 .68777 
38 .46176 ;30168 .49725 .41353 
39 .51414 ;30168 .39801 31884 
40 .65081 .30168 .41337 .29272 
41 .84410 .30168 .31250 .17377 
42 ;98078 .30168 .13371 .05673 
43 .03448 ;36420 2.32885 2.15159 
44 .25733 .36420 .77401 .69081 
45 .48018 ;36420 .48895 .41008 
46 .53312 .36420 .37450 .30837 
47 .66446 .36420 .37020 .29036 
48 .85019 .36420 .23657 .17332 
49 .98153 .36420 .08003 .05685 
50 .03681 .45998 2.34367 2.16761 











54 .68856 .45998 .32671 .28348 
55 .86096 .45998 .20066 .17167 
56 .98285 .45998 .06672 .05666 
57 .04034 .57747 2.29861 2.15077 
58 .30113 .57747 .72135 .66845 
59 .56192 .57747 .41081 .37738 
60 .61740 .57747 .27429 .,5154 
61 .72503 .57747 .29162 .26662 
62 .87724 .57747 .18130 .16513 
63 .98486 .57747 *06055 .05502 
64 .04526 .70250 2.20105 -. 08661 
65 .33782 .70250 .66596 .62825 
66 .63037 .70250 .35479 .33339 
67 .68798 .70250 .20940 .19663 
68 .77575 .70250 .24752 .23218 
69 .89988 .70250 .15850 .14847 
70, .98765 .70250 .05355 .05012 
71 ,u5154 .81999 2.04510 1.95818 
72 .38472 .81999 .58129 .55478 
73 .71789 .81999 .27160 .25849 
74 .77821 .81999 .12967 .12336 
75 .84060 .81999 .17913 .17032 
76 .92883 .81999 .12039 .11439 
77 .99122 .81999 .04138 .03930 
78 .05856 .91577 1.78441 1.71949 
79 .43710 .91577 .43052 .41351 
80 .81564 .91577 .15061 .14416 
81 .87898 .91577 .04798 .04590 
82 .91303 .91577 .08227 .07868 
83 .96117 .91577 .06083 .05815 
84 .99521 .91577 .02162 .02066 
85 .06455 .97829 1.22583 1.18523 
86 .48181 .97829 .17224 .16560 
87 .89908 .97829 .04424 .04228 
88 .96501 .97829 .00548 .00524 
89 .97485 .97829 .01201 .01147 
90 .98877 .97829 .01070 .01022 
91 .99862 .97829 .00413 .00395 
YISP CL CM CT COX CLW CMW COW 
.02990 .59Z20 -. 07638 .04034 .04249 .52105 -.05282 .03686 
.08970 .63088 -.14181 .05403 .03410 .54685 -.10411 .02852 
.14308 1.13401 -.67387 .06193 .09684 .56844 -. 15895 .02431 
.19978 1.19648 -.82983 .06942 .09805 .59004 -.22333 .02073 
.25649 1.11087 -.84433 .07576 .0796Z .6098Z -.29312 .01815 
.30168 .73380 -.44346 .08049 .02185 .62471 -.35181 .01649 
.36420 .73327 -.50984 .08716 .01504 .64387 -.43638 .01425 
.45998 .73952 -.63551 .09462 .00839 .66970 -.57211 .01129 
.57747 .74968 -. 80354 .10039 .00398 .69569 -.74509 .00805 
.70250 .75547 -.98261 .10408 .00107 .71338 -.92811 .00491 
.81999 .73914 -1.11948 .10363 -.00077 .70601 -1.06974 .00243 
.91577 .65436 -1.10122 .09265 -.00160 .62932 -1.05947 .00081 
.97829 .41195 -.73218 .05928 -.00196 .39751 -.70674 -.00059 
THE LIFT COEFFICIENT - .76694 
TOTAL INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT = .02816 
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETFR s .04787 
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT * -.65290
 
THE COANDA LIFT COEFFICIENT, CLR .
46587
 
THE COANDA DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDR * -1.40297
 
THE COANDA MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CMR - -.39958
 
THE LIFT COEFFICIENT FOR THF WING ALONE- .60713
 
THE INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE- .01435
 
THE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE- -.49990
 
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAFETER FOR THE WING ALONE- .03892
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERSTICS WITH JET ON
 
**STABILITY DERIVATIVES EVALUATED AT ALPHA - 5.000 DEG.
 
AND AT MACH NO.- 0.000,BASED ON BODY AXES*** 
CYB - -.1602586 CLB - -.1686574 CNB - .0063876 
CYP - .3305743 CLP * -.4357465 CNP - -.2673868 
CYR - .0267657 CLR - .1535234 CNR - -.0067337 
**STABILITY DERIVATIVES BASED ON STABILITY AXES*** 
CYB * -. 1602586 CLB - -.1681000 CNB - .0211058 
CYP - .3329100 CLP - -.4456530 CNP - -.2299484 
CYR - -.0020824 CLR - .1909618 CNR - .0032027 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERSTICS WITH JET OFF
 
**STABILITY DERIVATIVES EVALUATED AT ALPHA - 5.000 DEG.
 
AND AT MACH Nf.- O.O00,BASED ON BODY AXES***
 
CYB - -.1346015 CLR - -.1653598 CNB - .005969q
 
CYP - .1397994 CLP - -.43711?? CNP - -.1398524
 
CYR " .0201641 CLR .1430642 CNR - -.0058492
 
**STABILITY DERIVATIVES BASED ON STABILITY AXES***
 
-. 1648B388 CNB - .0204002
CYB -. 1346015 CLB -

CYP - .1415590 CLP - -.4368,374 CNP " -.1022171
 
CYR " .0079643 CLR - .1806995 CNR " -.0061295
 
U, 
Listing of Input Data Cards for Test Case 2
 
Card 
1 * NhCA TN D-777P 4 HIGH WrNG CELTAF=44 DECREES 









5. -0.127 0.3175 
5 0.455 0.3663 0. 3. 0.07462 0.26Q O 1. 
6 0. 1. 1. 0.3c508 0.30508 -0.02208 -0.02208 
7 3.132 44. 0. 
8 4 3 4 5 4 
9 2 3 
10 3 2 2 0 
11 -0.127 0.07462 0. -0.127 0.07462 0.161 0.161 
12 -0.127 0.07462 0.161 -0.127 0.07462 0.3769 0.161 

















16 0.07462 0.2566q 0.161 0.07462 0.21104 0.3769 0.161 
17 0.07462 0.21104 0.3769 0.07462 0.12802 0.7695 0.161 
is 0.07462 0.12802 0.7695 0.0406 0.0406 1.346? 0.161 


























2 2 4 
?5 -0.127 0.0746? 0.161 0.227 
26 -0.127 0.07462 0.3769 0.227 
27 -0.127 0.07462 0.3769 0.161 











31 0.07462 0.21104 0.3769 0.161 
32 0.25669 0.34029 0.161 0.161 
33 0.25669 0.34029 0.161 0.227 
34 0.21104 0.2857 0.3769 0.227 
35 0.21104 0.2857 0.3769 0.161 
.6 0.34029 0.P0758 0.161 0.161 











40 1 1 














* NASA TN 0-7778 * HIGH WING DELTAF=44 DEGREES 
1 
 0 1 1Output 









0.00000 0.00000 .14142 1.00000 5.00000 -.12700 .31750
 
2 1 44.00000 44.00000
 
.45500 .36630 0.00000 3.00000 .07462 .26900 0.00000 1.00000
 








3 2 2 0 0
 
-. 12700 .0746Z 0.00000 -.12700 .07462 .16100 .16100 
-.12700 .07462 .16100 -.12700 .07462 .37690 .16100 
-.12700 .07462 .37690 -.12700 .07462 .76950 .16100 
-. 12700 .07462 .76950 -.12700 .04060 1.34620 .16100 
.07462 .29073 0.00000 .07462 .25669 .16100 .16100 
H .07462 .25669 .16100 .07462 .21104 .37690 .16100 
.07462 .21104 .37690 .07462 .12802 .76950 .16100 
.07462 .12802 .76950 .04060 .04060 1.34620 .16100
 
.29073 .38100 0.00000 .25669 .34029 .16100 .16100
 
.25669 .34029 .16100 .21104 .28570 .37690 .16100
 
.?1104 .28570 .37690 .12802 .18642 .76950 .16100
 
.12802 .18642 * .76950 .04060 .04060 1.34620 .16100
 
4 7 3 2 2 4
 
-.12700 .07462 .16100 .16100
 
-.12700 .07462 .16100 .22700
 
-.12700 .07462 .37690 .22700 0
 
-.12700 .07462 .37690 .16100
 
.07462 .25669 .16100 .16100
 
.07462 .25669 .16100 .22700
 
.07462 .21104 .37690 .22700
 
.07462 .21104 .37690 .16100
 
.25669 .34029 .16100 .16100
 
.25669 .34029 .16100 .22700 C
 
.21104 .28570 .37690 .22700
 
.21104 .28570 .37690 .16100
 
.34029 .80758 .16100 .16100
 
.34029 .80758 .16100 .22700
 
.28570 .75299 .37690 .22700
 






1 2 7 12 1 12
 
-.77700 1.30100' 0.00000 0.00000 
 .80000 0.00000
 






VORTEX ELEMENT ENDPOINT COORDINATES­
xi X2 Yi Z
Y2 Z2
 
-.11349 -.11349 0.00000 .08050 .16100 .16100
 
-.02619 -.02619 0.00000 .08050 o16100 .16100
 
.06111 .06111 0.00000 .08050 .16100 .16100
 
-.11349 -. 11349 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
-.02619 -.02619 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
.06111 .06111 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
-.11349 -. 11349 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
-.02619 "-.02619 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.06111 .06111 .16100 :22764 f.16100 .16100
 
-. 11349 -.11349 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 





-.11349 -.11349 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
-.02619 -.02619 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.06111 .06111 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
-.11349 -.11349 .37690 .45782 .16100 .16100
 
-.02619 
 -.02619 .37690 .45782 .16100 .16100
 
.06111 .06111 .37690 .45782 .16100 .16100
 
-.11349 -.11349 .45782 .57320 .16100 .16100
 
-.02619 -.02619 .45782 .57320 .16100 
 .16100
 
.06111 .06111 .45782 .57320 
 .16100 .16100
 
-.11349 -.11349 .57320 .68858 416100 .16100
 
-.02619 








-.02619 -.02619 .68858 .76950 
 .16100 .16100
 
.06111 .06111 .68858 .16100
.76950 .16100
 
-.11349 -.11396 .76950 .88836 .16100 .16100
 
-.02619 -.02970 .76950 .88836 .16100 .16100
 
.06111 .05457 .76950 .88836 .16100 .16100
 
-.11396 -.11463 .88836 1.05785 .16100 .16100
 
-.02970 -.03470 .8836 1.05785 .16100 .16100
 
.05457 .04524 .88836 1.05785 .16100 .16100
 
-.11463 -.11530 1.05785 1.22734 .16100 .16100
 
-.03470 -.03969 1.05785 1.22734 .16100 .16100
 
.04524 .03592 1.05785 1.22734 .16100 .16100
 
-.11530 -.11572 1.22734 1.33209 .16100 .16300
 
-.03969 -.04278 1.22731 1.33209 .16100 .16i00
 
.03592 .03015 1.22734 1.33209 .16100 .16100
 
.10627 .10378 0.00000 .08050 .16100 .16100
 
.25908 .24455 0.00000 .08050 .16100 .16100
 
.10378 .10128 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
.24455 .23003 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
.10128 .09922 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.23003 .21800 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.09922 .09666 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.21800 .20309 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.09666 .09460 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.20309 .19106 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.09460 .09209 .37690 .45782 .16100 .16100
 
.19106 .17646 .37690 .45782 .16100 .16100
 
.09209 .08852 .45782 .57320 .16100 .16100
 
.17646 .15563 .45782 .57320 .16100 .16100
 
.08852 .08495 .57320 .68858 .16100 .16100
 
.15563 .13480 .57320 .68858 .16100 .16100
 
.08495 .08244 .68858 .76950 .16100 .16100
 
.13480 .12020 .68858 .76950 .16100 .16100
 
.08244 .07382 .76950 .88836 .16100 .16100
 
.12020 .10379 .76950 .88836 .16100 .16100
 
.07382 .06152 .88836 1.05785 .16100 .16100
 
.10379 .08040 .88836 1.05785 .16100 .16100
 
.06152 .04922 1.05785 1.22734 .16100 .16100
 
.08040 .05701 1.05785 1.22734 .16100 .16100
 
.04922 .04162 1.22734 1.33209 .16100 .16100
 
.05701 .04255 1.22734 1.33209 .16100 .16100
 
.30395 .28644 0.00000 .08050 .16100 .16100
 
.36778 .34791 0.00000 .08050 .16100 .16100
 
.28644 .26893 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
.34791 .32805 .08050 .16100 .16100 .16100
 
.26893 .25444 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.32805 .31160 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.25444 .23647 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.31160 .29121 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.23647 .22197 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.29121 .27477 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.22197 .20437 .37690 .45782 .16100 .16100
 
.27477 .25479 .37690 .45782 .16100 .16100
 
.20437 .17927 .45782 .57320 .16100 .16100
 
.25479 .22632 .45782 .57320 .16100 .16100
 
.17927 .15417 .57320 .68858 .16100 .16100
 
.22632 .19784 .57320 .68858 .16100 .16100
 
.15417 .13657 .68d58 .75950 .16100 .16100
 
.19784 .17787 .68858 .76950 .16100 .16100
 
.13657 .11679 .76950 .88836 .16100 .16100
 
.17787 .14958 .76950 .88836 .16100 .16100
 
.11679 .08859 .88836 1.05785 .16100 .16100
 
.14958 .10923 .e8836 1.05785 .16100 .16100
 
.08859 .06038 1.05785 1.22734 .16100 .16100
 
.10923 .06889 1.05785 1.22734 .16100 .16100
 
.06038 .04295 1.2 734 1.33209 .161o0 .16100
 
.06889 .04396 1.22734 1.33209 .16100 .16100
 
-.11349 -. 11349 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
-.02619 -.02619 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.06111 .06111 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
-. 11349 -.11349 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
-.02619 -.02619 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.06111 .06111 .16100 .227o4 .22700 .22700
 
-.11349 -. 11349 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
-.02619 
 -.02619 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700 
.06111 .06111 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700 
-.11349 -.11349 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700 
-. 02619 -. 02619 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700 
.06111 .06111 .31026 .37690 .z200 .2Z700 
-.11349 -. 11349 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100 
-.02619 - -. 02619 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100 
.06111 .06111 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
-.11349 -. 11349 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
-.02619 -. 02619 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.06111 .06111 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
-. 11349 -.11349 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
-.02619 -. 02619 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.06111 .06111 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
-.11349 -. 11349 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
-. 02619 -.02619 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.06111 .06111 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.10128 .10128 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.23003 .23003 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.10128 .09922 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700 

.23003 .21800 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.09922 .09666 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.21800 .20309 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700

•0q666 .09460 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.20309 .19106 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.09460 .09460 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.19106 .19106 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.10128 .09922 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.23003 .21800 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.09922 .09666 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.21800 .20309 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.09666 .09460 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.20309 .19106 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.26893 .26893 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.32805 .32805 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.26893 .25444 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.32805 .31160 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.25444 .23647 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.31160 .29121 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.23647 .22197 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
0 
.29121 .27477 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.22197 .22197 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.27477 .27477 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.26893 .25444 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.32805 .31160 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.25444 .23647 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.31160 .29121 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.23647 .22197 .31026 -1"'o -6100 .16100
 
.29121 .27477 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.35808 .35808 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.48452 .48452 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.66335 .66335 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.78979 .76979 .16100 .16100 .16100 .22700
 
.35808 .34123 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.48452 .46767 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.66335 .64650 .16100 2276A -22700 .22700
 
.78979 .77295 .16100 .22764 .22700 .22700
 
.34123 .32033 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.46767 .44678 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.64650 .62561 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.77295 .75205 .22764 .31026 .22700 .22700
 
.32033 .30349 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.44678 .42993 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.62561 .60876 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.75205 .73520 .31026 .37690 .22700 .22700
 
.30349 .30349 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.42993 .42993 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.60876 .60876 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.73520 .735Z0 .37690 .37690 .22700 .16100
 
.35808 .34123 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.48452 .46767 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.66335 .64650 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.78979 .77295 .16100 .22764 .16100 .16100
 
.34123 .32033 *22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.46767 .44678 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.64650 .62561 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.77295 .75205 .22764 .31026 .16100 .16100
 
.32033 .30349 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.44678 .42993 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 
.62561 .60876 .31026 .37690 .16100 .16100
 




XCP YCP ZCP XCP YCP ZCP 
-.07660 .04025 .16100 .02421 .04025 .16100
 
.07462 .04025 .16100 -.07660 .12075 .16100
 
.02421 .12075 .16100 .07462 .12075 .16100
 
-.07660 .19262 .16100 .02421 .19262 .16100
 
.07462 .19262 .16100 -.07660 .26895 .16100 
.02421 .26895 .16100 .07462 .26895 .16100 
-.07'660 .34528 .16100. .02421 .34528 .16100 
.07462 .34528 .16100 -.07660 .41439 .16100 
.02421 .41439 .16100 .07 62 .41439 .16100 
-.07660 .51254 .16100 .02421 .51254 .16100 
.07462 .51254 .16100 -.07660 .63,386 .16100 
.02421 .63386 .16100 .07'62 .63386 .16100 
-.07660 .73201 .16100 .02421 .73201 .16100 
.07462 .73201 .16100 -.07741 .82457 .16100 
.02178 .82457 .16100 .07137 .82457 .16100 
-.07953 .96874 .16100 .01540 .96874 .16100 
.06287 .96874 .16100 -.08216 1.14696 .16100 
.00752 1.14696 .161,00 .05235 1.14696 .16100 
-.08429 1.29113 .16100 .00114 1.29113 .16100 
.04385 1.29113 .16100 .17842 .04025 .16100 
.28222 .04025 .16100 .116991 12075 .16100 
.26520 .12075 .16100 .16231 .19262 .16100 
.25000 .19262 .16100 .15424 .26895 .16100 













g .18236 .15670 .51254 .63386 .16100 .16100 .1-1566 .10528 .63386 .73201 .16100 .16100 
.13595 .73201 .16100 .09552 .82457 .16100 
.11967 .82457 .1'6100 .08034 .96874 .16100 
.09782 .96874 .16100 .06158 1.14696 .16100 
.07080 1.14696 .16100 .04'640 1.291'3 .16100 
.04895 1.29113 .161.00 .32652 .04025 .16100' 
.37082 .04025 .16100 .30783 .12075 .16100 
.35047 .12075 .16100 .2"115 .19262 .16100 
.33230 .19262 .16100 .27343 .26895 .161'00 
.31300 .26895 .161'00 .25571 .34528 .16100 
.293'69 .34528 .16100 .23967 .41439 .16100 
.17622 .41439 .16100 .21688 .51254 .16100 
.25140 .51254 .16100 .18871 .63386 .16100 
.22072 .63386 .16100 .16592 .73201 .16100 
.19590 .73201 .16100 .14608 .82457 .16100 
.17250 .824i7 .16100 .11693 .96874 .16100 
.13604 .96874 .16100 .08089 1.1'4696 .16100 
.09098 1,14696 .16100 .05174 1.29113 .16100 
.05452 1.29113 .16100 -.07660 .16100 .19400 
.02421 .16100 .19400 .07462 .16100 .19400 
-.07660 .19262 .22700 .02421 .19262 .22700 
.07462 .19262 .22700 -.07660 .26895 .22700 
.02421 .26895 .22700 .07452 .26895 .22700 
-.07660 .34528 .22700 .02421 .34528 .22700 
.07462 .34528 .22700 -.07660 .37690 .19400 
.02421 .37690 .19400 .07462 .37690 .19400 
-.07660 .19262 .16100 .02421 .19262 .16100
 
.07462 .19262 .16100 -.07660 .26895 .16100
 
.02421 .26895 .16100 .07462 .26895 .16100
 
-. 07660 .34528 .16100 .02421 .34528 .16100
 
.07462 .34528 .16100 .16565 .16100 .19400
 
.25669 .16100 .19400 .16231 .19262 .22700
 
.25000 .19262 22700 .15424 .26895 .22700
 
.23387 .26895 .22700 .14617 .34528 .22700
 
.21773 .34528 .22700 .14283 .37690 .19400
 
.21104 .37690 .19400 .16231 .19262 .16100
 
.25000 .19262 .16100 .15424 .26895 .16100
 
.23387 .26895 .16100 .14617 .34528 .16100
 
.21773 .34528 .16100 .29849 .16100 .19400
 
.34029 .16100 .19400 .29115 .19262 .22700
 
.33230 .19262 .22700 .27343 .26895 .22790
 
.31300 .26895 .22700 .25571 .34528 .22700
 
.29369 .34528 .22700 .24837 .37690 .19400
 
.28570 .37690 .19400 .29115 .19262 .16100
 
.33230 .19262 .16100 .27343 .26895 .16100
 
.31300 .26895 .16100 .25571 .34528 .16100
 
.29369 .34528 .16100 .40872 .16100 .19400
 
.57393 .16100 .19400 .73915 .16100 .19400
 
.80758 .16100 .19400 .40073 .19262 .22700
 
.56594 .19262 .22700 .73115 .19262 .22700
 
.79959 .19262 .22700 .38143 .26895 .22700
 
.54664 .26895 .22700 .7118 .26895 .22700
 
.78029 .26895 .22700 .36213 .34528 .22700
 
.52734 .34528 .22700 .69255 .34528 .22700
 
.76098 .34528 .22700 .35413 .37690 .19400
 
.51934 .37690 .19400 .68456 .37690 .19400
 
.75299 .37690 .19400 .40073 .19262 .16100
 
.56594 .19262 .16100 .73115 .19262 .16100
 
.79959 .19262 .16100 .38143 .26895 .16100
 
.54664 .26895 .16100 .71185 .26895 .16100
 
.78029 .26895 .16100 .36213 .34528 .16100
 










VORTEX XV YV CP CPW
 
1 .02713 .02990 6.45517 5.Z6487
 
2 .20250 .02990 2.58683 2.03702
 
3 .37787 .02990 .21658 -.01165
 












.76095 .02990 -2.86361 
-2.70494 
6 .84808 .02990 -1.76723 -1.66788 
7 .97394 .02990 -.69773 -.67130 
8 .02829 .08970 5.11607 4.30027 
9 .21113 .08970 2,26819 1.87297 
.39398 .08970 .85439 - .62040 
11 .48072 .08970 .59620 .29744 
12 .76296 .08970 
-.40015 -.60151 
13 .84757 .08970 -. 39319 
-.54201 
14 .97385 .08970 -. 17198 -.31581 
.02941 .14308 4.54496 4.09463 
16 .21949 .14308 2.02398 1.79930 
17 .40957 .14308 .78674 .92512 
18 .49490 .14308 8.80496 .95026 
19 .76491 .14308 22.41063 1.41893 
.84707 .14308 25.90014 1.22816 
21 .97376 .14308 -3.17332 .17137 
22 .03070 ;19978 4.46712 4.11760 
23 .22912 .19978 1.95459 1.79600 
24 .42754 .19978 .92968 1.12441 
.51124 .19978 7.46008 1.29494 
26 .76715 .19978 31.59883 225879 
27 .84649 .19978 30.23885 1.90504 
28 .97366 .19978 2.71523 .49384 
29 .03210 .25649 4.51368 4.18044 
.23963 .25649 1.96195 1.81741 
31 .44715 .25649 1.07803 1.24837 






















38 .46653 .30782 1.45124 1.33375 
39 .54669 .30782 1.68675 1.52888 
.77202 .30782 3.13786 2.69362 
41 .84524 .30782 2.69427 2.30851 
42 .97345 .30782 .89984 .68278 
43 .03569 .38073 4.65012 4.19547 
44 .26641 .38073 1.99960 1.80659 
.49713 .38073 1.57716 1.42301 











49 .97328 .38073 .79890 .71982 











53 .61440 .47085 1.63S13 1.53371 
54 .78132 .47085 2.88119 2.79312 
55 .84Z86 .47085 2.60810 2.53644 
56 .97304 .47085 .75662 .72061 
57 .04183 .54376 4.10537 3.77962 
58 .31220 .54376 1.61488 1.48926 
59 .58258 .54376 1.37908 1.29320 
60 .65)22 .54376 1.35050 1.28005 
61 .78652 .54376 2.59415 2.53494 
62 .84152 .5b476 2.47283 2.42160 
63 .97281 .54376 .65539 .63140 
64 .04437 .61252 3.81114 3.53254 
65 .33118 .61252 1.37854 1.27556 
66 .61796 .61252 .92115 .85488 
67 .68597 .61252 .71192 .66205 
68 .80001 .61252 .64592 .60285 
69 .84946 .61252 .58585 .54746 
70 .97417 .61252 .26522 .24804 
71 .04835 .71961 3.34555 3.12974 
72 .36091 .71961 1.08003 1.00476 
73 .67346 .71961 .59600 .55151 
74 .74127 .71961 .39475 .36493 
75 .83523 .71961 .35244 .32541 
76 .87597 .71961 .31146 .28741 
77 .97872 .71961 .13549 .12486 
78 .05512 .85199 2.70611 2.55803 
79 .41140 .85199 .77597 .72855 
80 .76768 .85199 .36141 .33716 
81 .83520 .85199 .18410 .17155 
82 .89504 .85199 .19106 .17787 
83 .92099 .85199 .17182 .15990 
84 .98644 .85199 .07619 .07083 
85 .06305 .95909 1.78450 1.69932 
86 .47059 .95909 .40301 .38045 
87 .87814 .95909 .14467 .13550 
88 .94530 .95909 .03553 .03324 
89 .96516 .95909 .04930 .04611 
90 .97378 .95909 .04728 .0442Z 

















.08970 1.10815 .25947 .20211 -.14922 .77873 .30056 -.11757 
.14308 8.92702 -4.13543 .18140 2.74971 1.54133 -. 14046 .113Z7 
.19978 10.79594 -5.16229 .18311 3.77647 1.87790 -.26591 .22670 
.25649 10.96797 -4.35972 .19303 3.55123 2.01911 -.26817 .26300 
.30782 2.34984 -.28892 .20222 .30453 Z.08796 -. 24028 .27703 
.38073 2.32245 -. 18776 .20793 .27663 2.12583 -.18145 .28566 
.47085 2.21843 -.08825 .19903 .26979 2.07045 -.09594 .28755 

































THE LIFT COEFFICIENT 3.13778 
TOTAL INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT - .7uO47 
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER - .07114 
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT - -.80898 
THE COANDA LIFT COEFFICIENT, CLR - 2.36375 
THE COANDA DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDR - -1.51185 
THE COANDA MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CMR - -1.38906 
THE LIFT COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING AL0NE- 1.34306 
THE INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE- .08235 
THE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE- .05775 
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER FOR THE WING ALONE- .04565 
***FUSELAGE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS ARE GIVEN BELOW*** 
***JET-ON CDNFIGURATION*** 










































THE FUSELAGE POTENTIAL LIFT COEFFICIEI* .04924
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THE FUShLAGE POTENTIAL LIFT COEFFICIENT 

THE FUSELAGE POTENTIAL MOMENT COEFFICIENT .06851

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERSTICS WITH JET ON
 
**STABILITY DERIATIVES EVALUATED AT AL'HA - 5.000 DEG.
 
0
0 0AND AT MACH NO.- O.000,BASED 04 BODY AXES*** 

CYB - -.9966898 CLB - -. 1454903 CNB - -.0910089 

CYP - -.0713625 CLP - -.4520823 CNP - -.2964079 
CYR .2470868 CLQ - e089370 CNR - -.0132019
 
**STABILITY DERIVATIVES, BASED ON STABILITY AXES***
 
CYB - -.9966898 CLt . -.1534323 CN8 - -. )783124
 
CYP - -.0498001 CLP - -.4584427 CNP - -.2481083
 
CYR - .2533144 CLR - .2472365 CNR, -.0064413
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERSTICS WITH JET OFF
 
**STABILITY DERIVATIVES EVALUATED AT ALPHA 
- 5.000 DEG.
 
AND AT MACH NO.- O.O00PBASED ON BODY AXES*** 
CYB a -.3479661 CLO - -.1597114 CNB - -.0846101 
CYP - -.0824657 CLP - -.4609142 CNP - -.1630398
 
CYR - .0980542 CLR - .1661150 CNR - -.0044682
 
**STABILITY DERIVATIVES BASED ON STABILITY AXES***
 
CYB - -.3479661 
CLB - -.1670951 CNB * -.0706726 
CYP a -.0739089 CLP * -.4606458 CNP * -.1232073 
CYR - .1052507 CLR - .2059474 CNR * -.0047366 









































































































































*** TEST CASE 3, OVER-WING BLOWING *** 
1 0 1 1 
Output for Test Case 3 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
CASE NUMBER - 1 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxX 
INPUT DATA 
.40000 1.00300 .43026 .85914 2.00000 .01386 3.08396 
1 1 0.00000 
12.97970 2.94000 0.00000 0.00000 -1.29900 2.03200 .38100 .25400 
3.60000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
THE COMPUTED JET ENTRAINMENT ARE AS FOLLOWS 
XJET RJET O/DX 
10.76626 2.37532 .03114 
12.01626 2.37532 .03114 
14.51626 2.37905 .03104 
17.01626 2.41896 .03000 
19.51626 2.50324 .02793 
22.01626 2.61298 .02547 
24.51626 2.73386 .02302 
27.01626 2.85818 .02U77 
29.51626 2.98203 .01876 
32.01626 3.10350 .01700 
34.51626 3.22167 .01545 
37.01626 3.33617 .01410 
39.51626 3.44692 .01292 
42.01626 3.55396 .01188 
44.51626 3.65744 .01096 
47.01626 3.75751 .01015 
49.51626 3.85436 .00943 0 
52.01626 3.94818 .ooa7 
54.51626 4.03915 .00820 
57.01626 4.12742 .00767 
59.51626 4.21317 .00720 
62.01626 4.29654 .00677 
64.51626 4.37767 .00638 
67.01626 4.45669 .00603 
69.51626 4.53372 .00570 
72.01626 4.60886 .00541 
74.51626 4.6B222 .00513 
77.01626 4.75355 .00498 
79.51626 4.82394 .00465 
82.01626 4.89216 .00443 
84.51626 4.95926 .00423 
3 5 3 7 3 
2 
4 0 0 
-1.52470 2.47200 .74100 
-.28884 2.96356 1.77800 
.31657 3.20436 2.28600 
3 5 3 
-1.29900 -.28884 1.77800 
-.28384 2.96356 1.77800 
2.96356 6.21596 1.77800 
1 0 
O.O00OO 4.41600 
1 2 7 
-7.00000 9.00000 1.00000 
-7.00000 -6.20000 -5.40000 
3.40000 5.00000 6.60000 
0.00000 . .19400 .36100 
.94400 .84700 .70800 
HALF SW- .12980E+02 
0 0 
-.28884 2.96356 1.77800 
.31657 3.20436 2.28600 
2.85500 4.21400 4.41600 
4 5 
-1.29900 .31657 2.28600 
.31657 3.20436 2.28600 
3.20436 6.45676 2.28600 
12 1 12 
12.00000 1.00000 0.00000 
-4.60000 -3.00000 -1.40000 
9.00000 











48 72 216 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
A RECTANGULAR JET WITH LATERAL EXTENT EQUAL 
TO THE EQUIVALENT JET DIAMETER IS USED FOR 
INTERACTION COMPUTATION 
NOTE. CHECK WHETHER THE WING IS IMMERSED IN THE JET 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
THE EQUIVALENT JET PROPERTIES ARE EVALUATED AT 1.54891 
THE EQUIVALENT JET RADIUS IS .49329 
THE VELOCITY RATIO OF THE EQUIVALENT JETV IVJIS .66254 






















































-. 90814 -.63515 1.13985 1.37429 .67100 .67100
 
.09589 .32335 1.13985 1.37429 .67100 .67100
 
1.51581 1.67888 1.13985 1.37429 .67100 .67100
 
2.51984 2.63738 1.13985 1.37429 .67100 .67100
 
-.63515 -.44370 1.37429 1.53871 .67100 .67100
 
.32335 .48287 1.37429 1.53871 .67100 .67100
 
1.67888 1.79324 1.37429 1.53871 .67100 .67100
 
2.63738 2.71961 1.37429 1.53871 .67100 .67100
 
-.44370 .13071 1.53871 2.03200 .67100 .67100
 
.48287 .96147 1.53871 2.03200 .67100 .67100
 
1.79324 2.13635 1.53871 2.03200 .67100 .67100
 
2.71981 2.96711 1.53871 2.03200 .67100 .67100
 
.13071 .70512 2.03200 2.52529 .67100 .67100
 
.96147 1.44008 2.03200 2.52529 .67100 .67100
 
2.13635 2.47946 2.03200 2.52529 .67100 .67100
 
2.96711 3.21442 2.03200 2.52529 .67100 .67100
 
.70512 .94528 2.52529 2.73154 .67100 .67100
 
1.44008 1.64018 2.52529 2.73154 .67100 .67100
 
2.47946 2.62292 2.52529 2.73154 .67100 .67100
 
3.21442 3.31781 2.52529 2.73154 .67100 .67100
 
.94528 1.32830 2.73154 3.06047 .67100 .67100
 
1.64018 1.95932 2.73154 3.06047 .67100 .67100
 
2.62292 2.85170 2.73154 3.06047 .67100 .67100
 
3.31781 3.48272 2.73154 3.06047 .67100 .67100
 
1.32830 1.80592 3.06047 3.47065 .67100 .67100
 
1.95932 2.35727 3.06047 3.47065 .67100 .67100
 
2.85170 3.13700 3.06047 3.47065 .67100 .67100
 
3.48272 3.68835 3.06047 3.47065 .67100 .67100
 
1.80592 2.28354 3.47065 3.88082 .67100 .67100
 
2.35727 2.75523 3.47065 3.88082 .67100 .67100
 
3.13700 3.42229 3.47065 3.88082 .67100 .67100
 
3.68835 3.89398 3.47065 3.88082 .67100 .67100
 
2.28354 2.66656 3.88082 4.20975 .67100 .67100
 
2.75523 3.07436 3.88082 4.20975 .67100 .67100
 
3.42229 3.65108 3.88082 4.20975 .67100 .67100
 
3.89398 4.05888 3.88082 4.20975 .67100 .67100
 
2.66656 2.87912 4.20975 4.39230 .67100 .67100
 
3.07436 3.25147 4.20975 4.39230 .67100 .67100
 
3.65108 3.77805 4.20975 4.39230 .67100 .67100
 
4.05888 4.15039 4.20975 4.39230 .67100 .67100
 
-1.25044 -1.25044 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587
 
-.93651 -.93651 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587
 
-.62258 -.62258 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587
 
-1.25044 -1.21105 1.53871 2.03200 1.44587 1.44587
 
-.93651 -.64257 1.53871 2.03200 1.44587 1.44587
 
-.62258 -.07408 1.53871 2.03200 1.44597 1.44587
 
-1.21105 -1.17167 ?.03200 2.52529 1.44587 1.44587
 
-.64257 -.34863 2.03200 2.52529 1.44587 1.44587
 
-.07408 .47442 2.33200 2.52529 1.44537 1.44587
 
-1.17167 -1.17167 2.52529 2.52529 1.44587 .67100 
-.34863 -.34863 2.52529 2.52529 1.44587 .67100 
.47442 .47442 2.52529 2.52529 1.44587 .67100 
-1.25044 -1.21105 1.53871 2.03200 .67100 .67100 
-.93651 -.64257 1.53871 2.03200 .67100 .67100 
-.62258 -.07408 1.53871 2.03200 .67100 .67100 
-1.21105 -1.17167 2.03200 2.52529 .67100 .67100 
-.64Z57 -.34863 2.03200 2.52529 .67100 .67100 
-.07408 .47442 2.03200 2.525Z9 .67100 .67130 
-.44370 -.44370 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587 
.48287 .48287 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587 
1.79324 1.79324 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587 
2.71981 2.71981 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587 
-.44370 .13071 1.53871 2.03200 1.44587 1.44587 
.48287 .96148 1.53871 2.03200 1.44587 1.44587 
1.79324 2.13635 1.53871 2.03200 1.44587 1.44587 
2.71981 2.96711 1.53871 2.03200 1.44587 1.44587 
.13071 .70512 2.03200 2.52529 1.44587 1.44587 
.96148 1.44008 2.03200 2.52529 1.44587 1.44587 
2.13635 2.47946 2.03200 2.52529 1.44587 1.44587 
2.96711 3.21442 2.03200 2.52529 1.44587 1.44587 
.70512 .70512 2.52529 2.52529 1.44587 .67100 
1.44008 1.44008 2.52529 2.52529 1.44587 .67100 
2.47946 2.47946 2.52529 2.52529 1.44587 .67100 
3.21442 3.21442 2.52529 2.52529 1.44587 .67100 
-.44370 .13071 1.53871 2.03200 .67100 .67100 
.48287 .96148 1.53871 2.03200 .67100 .67100 
1.79324 2.13635 1.53871 2.03200 .67100 .67100 
2.71981 2.96711 1.53871 2.03200 .67100 .67100 
.13071 .70512 2.03200 2.52529 .67100 .67100 
.96148 1.44008 2.03200 2.52529 .67100 .67100 
2.13635 2.47946 2.03200 2.52529 .67100 .67100 
2.96711 3.21442 2.03200 2.52529 .67100 .67100 
2.2972 2.92972 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587 
3.52047 3.52047 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587 
4.47633 4.47633 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587 
5.43219 5.43219 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587 
6.02294 6.02294 1.53871 1.53871 .67100 1.44587 
2.92972 3.16355 1.53871 2.03200 1.44537 1.44587 
3.52047 3.75430 1.53871 2.03200 1.44587 1.44587 
4.47633 4.71016 1.53871 2.03200 1.44587 1.44587 
5.43219 5.66602 1.53871 2.03200 1.44587 1.44587 
6.02294 6.25677 1.53871 2.03200 1.44587 1.44587 
3.16355 3.39738 2.03200 2.52529 1.44587 1.44587 
3.75430 3.98813 2.03200 2.52529 1.44587 1.44587 
4.71016 4.94399 2.03200 2.52529 1.44587 1.44587 
5.66602 5.89985 2.03200 2.52529 1.44587 1.44587 
6.25677 6.49060 2.03200 2.52529 1.44587 1.44587 


















































































































































































































































































































































































-.28008 1.78535 .67100 -.89730 2.27865 .67100 
-. 09389 2.27865 .67100 .30781 2.27865 .67100 
-.07256 1.53871 1.05843 1.13806 1.53871 1.05843 
2.34868 1.53871 1.05843 2.85013 1.53871 1.05843 
.19545 1.78535 1.44587 1.34348 1.78535 1.44587 
2.49152 1.78535 1.44587 2.96705 1.78535 1.44587 
.73149 2.27865 1.44587 1.75434 2.27865 1.44587 
2.77719 2.27865 1.44587 3.20087 2.27865 1.44587 
.99950 2.52529 1.05843 1.95977 2.52529 1.05843 
2.92003 2.52529 1.05843 3.31779 2.52529 1.05843 
.19545 1.78535 .67100 1.34348 1.78535 .67100 
2.49152 1.78535 .67100 2-.96705 1.78535 .67100 
.73149 2.27865 .67100 1.75434 2.27865 .67100 
2.77719 2.27865 .67100 3.20087 2.27865 .67100 
3.16071 1.53871 1.05843 3.97381 1.53871 1.05843 
4.97885 1.53871 1.05843 5.79195 1.53871 1.05843 
6.10253 1.53871 1.05843 3.27762 1.78535 1.44587 
4.09072 1.78535 1.44587 5.09577 1.78535 1.44587 
5.90887 1.78535 1.445U7 6.21945 1.78535 1.44587 
3.51145 2.27865 1.44587 4.32455 2.27865 1.44587 
5.32960 2.27865 1.44587 6.14270 2.27865 1.44587 
6.45327 2.27865 1.44587 3.62837 2.52529 1.05643 
4.44147 2.52529 1.05843 5.44651 2.52529 1.05843 
6.25961 2.52529 1.05843 6.57019 2.52529 1.05843 
3.27762 1.78535 .67100 4.09072 1.78535 .67100 
5.09577 1.78535 .67100 5.90887 1.78535 .67100 
6.21945 1.78535 .67100 3.51145 2.27865 .67100 
4.32455 2.27865 .67100 5.32960 2.27865 .67100 
6.14270 2.27865 .67100 6.45327 2.27865 .67100 
XXXXXXKXXXYXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
ALPHA * 2.000 OEGREES 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX x 
VORTEX XV YV CP PW 
1 .03805 .18505 .39232 t5731 
2 .30866 .18505 .10702 4o549 
3 .69134 .18505 .02094 .01441 
4 .96194 .18505 -.00581 -.00917 
5 .03805 .23021 .40380 .36237 
6 .30866 .23021 .11075 .08971 
7 .69134 .23021 .02449 .01786 
8 .96194 .23021 .00044 -.00464 
9 .03806 .286U3 .43208 .37121 
10 .30866 .28603 .11031 .09250 
11 .69134 .2u603 *O;Q99 .02307 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































.97880 .07246 -.o7203 .00411 -.00158 .06338 -.06295 .00221
 
THE LIFT COEFFICIENT * .10438 
TOTAL INDUCFD DRAG COEFFICIENT .DO060
 
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER - .05465
 
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT - -.03792
 
THE LIFT COEFFICIENT WITH JET ENTRAINMENT ALONF * .08615 
THE INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT WITH JPT EITRAINdENT ALONE - -.00006
 
THE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT WITH JET ENTRAINMENT ALONE * -.02854 
THE LIFT COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE- .071Q2
 
THE INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT FIR THE WING ALONE- .00065
 
THE PITCHING MOMENT CUEFFICIENT FOR THE dING ALONE= -.02624
 
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER FOR THE WING ALONE- .10407
 
















-. 12884 .86934 .01089
 














THE FUSELAGE POTE(,TIAL LIFT CEEFFECIENT ' .00500 
THE FUSELAGE POTENTIAL MOFET CJEFFICIENT * .00629 
***JET-OFF CONFIGURATION*
 












-. 12884 .86934 .01474
 


















THE FUSELAGE POTENTIAL LIFT COEFFICIENT 
- .00699
 
THE FUSELAGE POTENTIAL MOMENT COEFFICIENT - .01236 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERSTICS WITH 
JET ON
 
**STABILITY DERIVATIVES EVALUATED AT - DEG.ALPHA 2.000 

AND AT 4ACH NO.- .400BASED ON BODY AXES$*
 
CYB - -. 1352017 CLB - -.0793607 CNB - -.1744832 
CYP - .1402299 CLO • -.2498866 CNP - -.0601710
 
CYR - .1662392 CLR - .0556727 CNR - -.0501926
 
**STABILITY DERIVATIVES BASED ON STABILITY AXES***
 
CYB - -.1352017 CLB a -.0844513 CNB a -.1717479 
-
CYP - .1460327 
 CL3 - -.2500436 CNP -.0532004
 
CYR - .1613442 CLR - .0626434 CNR - -.0500356
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL SrAEILIIY CUARACTFPSIIC. 41TH 
JET OFF
 
**STABILITY DERIVATIVES EVALUATED AT ALPHA - 2.000 DEG.
 
AND AT MACH NO.- .400, BASED ON BODY AXES***
 
CYB - -.1349120 CLR - -.0769513 CNB - -. 1746655
 
CYP " .0862469 CLP - -.2410532 CNP - -. 0355239
 
CYR - .1676378 CLR - .0579684 CNR - -.0514798
 
**STABILITY DERIVATIVES BASED ON STABILITY AXES*** 
CYB - -.1348120 CLB - -.0830483 CNB " -. 1719794 
CYP " .0920986 CLP * -.2404582 CNP " -.0289065 
CYR - .1646272 CLR - .0591857 CNR - -. 0520748 
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The following is a listing of the 5,427 separate cards which
 




ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Q~ VOOR QUAUT 
OVERLAY (WNGJET,0,0) LDS 10 
PROGRAM WNGJET(INPUT,OUTPUTTAPES=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT.TAPEITAPE2,TLDS 20 
1APE39TAPE4,TAPE7.TAPEBTAPE9) LOS 30 
C AERODYNAMICS OF WING-JET INTERACTION LOS 40 
C BY C. EDWARD LAN OF THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS LOS So 
C LOS 60 
C THIS PROGRAM IS APPLICABLE TO ROTH UPPER-SURFACE-ELOWING AND OVER- LOS 70 
C WING BLOWING CONFIGURATIONS. LOS 80 
C LOS 90 
C NOTF, ROOT AND TIP CAMBER FUNCTIONS MAY BE DEFINED AS FUNCTION LOS 10 
C SURPROGRAMS ZCR(X) AND ZCT(X), RESPECTIVELY. LOS 110 
C THE ARRAY DIMENSIONS OF THIS PROGRAM RESTRICT THE NUMBER OF WING LOS 120 
C VORTICES TO PE 100 MAXIMUM AND THE TOTAL WING AND JET VORTICES TO BFLDS 130 
C 200 MAXIMUM. ALSO, CHECK THE ARRAY SIZE OF GAMMA IN SUBROUTINE LOS 140 
C "SOLUTN" PEFORE USING THE PROGRAM. LOS 150 
C LOS 160 
DIMENSION TITLE(13) LOS 170 
COMMON /SKODE/ KCODF LOS ln 
COMPON /SCHEME/ C'(2).X(10,41) Y(1O,41),SLOPE(15).XL(2,15).XTT(41),LDS 190 
IXLL(41) LOS 200 
COPMON /GEOM/ PALFSWXCP(200),YCP(200).7CP(?00),XLE(50),YLE(5O),XTLOS 210 
1E(5E),PSI(20)qCH(9S)hXV(?00)YV(100),SN(8,P),XK(200.2).YN(200.2),ZLDS 220 
2N(200.2)WIDT-(8).YCON(2 ),SWEEP(E5O),HALFB.SJ(21L,8tEX(95,2),TX(95LDS 230 
3,2),SC(160,9).SI(160,5)9LC(3) LOS 240 
COMMON /AEPO/ AN1,AM2,BlP2,CL(30),CT(30),CD(30),GAM(2,130) LOS 250 
COMMON /SOME/ NC.KWINGLATNALLWFqLWFJCHORDT(3),SNG(E)YC(S),YCNLDS 260 
1(6),WKN.PDX.MDG,NDG LOS 270 
COMMON /CONST/ NCSNCWNI(8),NSJNCJ(5),LASTMPJ'l(35),MJW(35)JLDS 280 
IPANEL,MJJ(5),NW(3) NNJNJP LOS 290 
COMMON /PARA/ ALPT.ALPCALPS.COFSrFDTHTDF LOS 300 
COMMON /JET/ PKI,XC.XJT(31),A(31).P(31) LOS 310 
COMMON /ADD/ CP(130),CM(30),BRFAK(p),SWP(P15)gCAL(30)ISYVMUVULDS 320 
1.TEMP.FCR.CAPLER.CAMLET.CAMTER.CAITETXJ*YJZJRJ.ALPCRFF.TWISTP LOS 330 
COMMON /COST/ LTOTALLPAN1,NJW(5).LPANELIFNTNLPAN2,EXIIPTIALTWLDS 340 
IISTnF(S),NFP LOS 350 
COMMON /CAMS/ ICAI IMtXT(2,11)i.C(2,11),AAM(2,1O),BBM(2,10),CCP(?LDS 360 
110)DDM(2t,0) LOS 370 
C IARY - USED IN SYSTEMC LOS 380 
DIMENSION IAPY(6) LOS 390 
DATA IARY/4*(-O)9(0).(-O)/ LOS 400 
C SYSTEMC SUPPRFSsES THE PRINTING CF KON-FATAL ERROR MESSAGES IN LOS 410 
C THE EVALUATION OF (EXP(A)), WHFN (A) IS LESS THAN (-675.84) ON LOS 420 
C CYBER-175. THIS CALL MIGHT NOT BE NEEDED FOR OTHER COMPUTING LOS 430 
C SYSTEMS. LOS 440 
CALL SYSTEMC (11S,IARY) LOS 490 
PIr3.14159265 LOS 460 
READ (5970) (TITLE(Th1I=1.13) LOS 470 
WRITF (6,80) LOS 480 
WRITE (6970) (TITLE(I),I=,13) LOS 490 
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 








 LDS 520 
C ***NUNPER OF CASES TO BE RUN, GEOFTPY CODE (=I IF GEOMETRY VARIES. LDS q30
C IN THIS CASE, ALPI-A MAy ALSO RE DIFFERENT. =0 FCR THE SAME CEOpE- LOS 540 
C TRy RUT DIFFEPENT ALPHA"S) , AND SYMMETRY CODE (=0 FOP A CEKTERED LOS 550 
C JET, ANO= OTHERWISE) *a* LOS 560 
C ***LATERAL NODE SELECTOR (=n FOP SYMMETRICAL PCDE OF NOTICN, AND =1 LOS 570 
C TF LATFPAL-DIPECTIONAL DEPIVATIVFS ARE TO PE CCPUTFD) * LOS 500 
C LOS 9o
 
READ (5960) ICAFE.KCISYWLAT LOS 600
 





WRITE (6,90) LOS 630
 











CALL OVERLAY (fHWNJET,2,O) LOS 680
 





CALL OVERLAY (6PWNGJET.4,0) LOS 710
 






IF (NCGN.GT.ICASF) -C TO 40 LOS 740
 






r **OADOITIONAL AKGLFS OF ATTACK IN rFGC. TO RE CCNFUTED, TO BE PEAD INLDS 77n
 
C REHIND THE GECOETRY DATA DEFINE IN SUPPOUTINE ItGEOPTYI * LDS 780 
C LOS 790
 















DO 30 I=INCS 
 LOS 850
 










WRITE (6.100) KCON 
 LOS 900
 
WRITE (6,90) LOS 910
 












9O FORMAT (SFI0.5) LOS 960
 
60 FORPAT (7(6X.14)) LOS 970
 
70 FOOWAT (13A6) LOS 980
 
p0 FORMAT LDS qq0
 
0 FOPRAT (1HO20X,25HXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) LDSlO00
 




FUNCTION ZCR (X) ZCR 10
 




IF (ICAW.EQo.) GO TO In ZCR 40
 
C 
 ZCR 50 
C *** CAMPER FUNCTION FOR THE ROOT SECTION * ZCR 60 
C ZCR 70 
IF (X.LT.O.202E) 7CR=2.6cQ*(3.*X*X-1.21*X*O.114715) ZCR a0 
IF (X.GE.O.2025) ZCR=-0.0220P ZCR 90 
GO TO 20 ZCR 1on 
10 7CR=ZCAM(1X) ZCR 110 
20 RETURN ZCR 120 
ENO 2CR 130-
FUNCTICN ZCT (X) ZCT 10 
COMMON /CAMR/ TCAWIMXT(?,11),7C(?,I1),AAM(29.0),BBM(2.10),CCM(2.ZCT 20 
110),DD(2.10) ZCT 30 
IF (ICAOM.EQ.1) GO TO 10 ZCT 40 
C ZCT 50 





GO TO 20 7CT 90
 






FUNCTION ZCAP (IX) zCM 10
 










IF (K.GF.IM) GO TC 30 ZCM 70
 
GO TO 10 2CM 80
 
20 SM=y-XT(TK) ZCM go
 
7CAIJ=3. *AAM (I K) P*2,*P (I tc)*SM+CCM (7K) ZCp 100
 
GO TO 50 ZCM 110
 




GO TO 20 ZCM 140
 
40 K=I ZCM ]5
 
GO TO 0 ZCM 160
 




FIJtCTION FUR (X) FUR 10
 




IF (IFR.NE.0) GO TO 30 FUR 40 
C 
C DEFIE THE FUSELACE RADIUC AS A FUNCTION OF X * FUR 60 
C FUR 70
 
IF (X.LT.(-0.127)) CC TO 10 FUR 80
 

























GO TO 50 	 -FUR IPO
40 IF (x.cE.XFF(K).ANO.X.LT.XFF(K+1))
K=K+I 	 FUR 190
 
FUR 200
IF (K.CE.IFN) GO TC 60 







FUR=AAF(K)*SN *3+PPF(K)*Cv**?+CCF(K)*SM+PDF(K) FUR 230
 
FUR 240
GO TO 80 

FUR 250





















FUNCTION SLOP (X) 

20





IF (IFP.NE.O) CC TO 30 SLP 40.
 
SLP So 
C * DEFINE THE DERIVATIVE OF FUSFLAGE RACIUS WITP DINENSIONAL X SLP 60
 
* 	 SLP 70C MULTIPLIFD PY RADI'S. OR, =R(DR/OX)
C 	 SLP 60
 
SLP go
IF (X.LT.(-0.127)) GC 70 10 

SLP 10o












IF CARS(X+O.777),LE.0.001) SLOP=O. 

SLP 150















40 IF (X.GF.XFFK).AND.X.LT.XFF(K+I)) GO TO 50 

K=K I SLP 210
 
IF (K.GP.IFN) GO TO 60 SLP 220
 
GO TO 40 SLP 230
 
S0 SM=X-XFF(K) SLP 240
 




GO TO 80 SLP 270
 




GO TO 50 SLP 300
 
70 K=1 SLP 310
 
6C TO 50 SLP 320
 




SUPPOUTINE VWSEON (NC1,KAAA,CA) VSN 10
 
C TO SOLVE THE SIPULTANEOUq EOLATIOIS PY PUPCELL"S VFCTOR NETHOD VS 20
 










DO 10 J=1,K1 VSN 80
 
SUNL=SUWl AA(,J)*A(JJ) VSN go
 










00 20 J=IK1 VSK 150
 
SUN2=SUM2+AA(J)*A JJ) VSN 160
 














DO 6n I=,NC VSN 240
 




IF (I.FQ.M) G0 TC 70 VSN 270
 






GO TO 60 VSN 310
 




60 CONTINUE VSN 340
 


















L=L I VSN 3q0
M=tA+, VSN 400
 








SUPROUTTNF INTEG (F*NN.LJ.T7.IJ,P.TP) TNT 10
 
TO tAKE REFINEr INTEGRATION FOP INDUCED TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES TNT 20
 






































































SUPFOUTINE FUSELA (NF*AWNI,S,XTFFXFXCF,RF,EB,SNP.NKFKZ) FSA 10
 













































IF (N.GE.2) GO T' 10 FSA 170
 
IF (IFC.NF) PFL=e. FSA 180
 






GO TO 30 FSA 220
 
IF (I.tF.kF) PFL=A1/A2 FSA P30
 




io AW (udJ)=HLHPFL-PFF)*SNP (N2OJ)/(4.*FK'T) FSA 260
 


















SUPFOUTIKF UKNF (P,XX,YY,7.Ak.PkTPkI.KL,WKP,Ir) UNF 10
 
PTPINENSIt AW(]), PW(1) UNF 20
 




COt'MON /FUS/ XF(?n).XCF(?n).FF(2o).CNP(r.?0hXLEFFxTEFh8Rr(20hNCINF 90
 
1t M,KF.T,CSF(C,1O),YAS(6).NKF(c),F-.FIO,KF,KTi. UNF (0
 




IF (7) 10.20,3n UNF q0
 
THETA=PI-ATAK(YY/A PS(7)) UNF job
 
















O0 100 K=1,KT UNF 190
 









S=XAS(2) -KM;(1) OINM2PAGE 16 UNF 24n 









FLT=-A3/FN 	 UNF 30n
FLP=AI/P*A3/A2 	 UNF 31n
 
50 	 CONTINLF NF 320
 
nO qn JJ=INF UNF 330 
=-I K UNF 340 
K=.+(K-I)*NF 
 UNF 350 
Xq=XX-XF(JJ) UNF 360 
X=SF:OPT(XS*Yc;P*PMP) UNF 370 
XP=((XS+XSP}/P)**N UNF 3P0 
FTX=-XP/FN UNF 3qo
FpX=XS/p*Xp/XCP UNF 400 
P]=S*(FPX-FLP)*ShP(PW)/(.*FKF) UNF 410 
P2:=*(FTX-FLT)* .P(2,N)/(I.*FNF) UNF 420 
OI=COS (FN*THETA) UNF 430 























N1:Nl+INKF (N?) 	 UNF 540
 
S=XAs tN2+1)-XAS(i?) LJNF F=O 
FNF=NKF(N?) UNF -60 
6f 	 IF (rL.FC.1) GO TO P0 UNF c 7 0 
IF (IO.FQ.?) CC TC 70 UNF Sen 
RW(K)=VP*CT-VT*FT UNF Sqo 
AW(K)=L*CT-UT*CT UNF F6A 
GO TO SO UNF 61D 
70 	 PW(K)=VP*ST+VT*CT UNF 620
 
GO TO 90 
 UNF 630
 





















IF (KL.NE.1) GO TC 110 UNF 6PO
 


















WK?=UIP*T+1T*CT)*Y(4, 1pI)+fUP*CT.-UJT*qT)*Y( !PIP) UNF 780
 






SURFOUTINE FUSVCL (R.y.Y,7,Wtl.WK.6ErCLM7) FSL 10
 










































IF (P7.NE.0) er TC 60 FSL 230
 








FNF=MKFr ) FSL 2Pn
 

































IF fJ.NE.NI.OR.J.FQ.NF) CC TO 50 FSL 370
 













































WK=( qS'SN*FT/P-CS*CS*FP)/(4.*PI) FSL 610
 
RETI RN FSL 620
 
FN r FSL 630-

SUPnOUTINF FSPFFr (PXY,7cA WKI.WK?) FSD 10
 
rIWFNION CAMl(,I ) FSD 20
 








TF (7) 1n,20,30 FSD 70 
TWETA=PT-ATAF (Y/AS(7)) FSD So 














DO 60 1=1,NT FSD 160 
F1=I FSD 170 
CS=COS(FI*TEFTA) FSD 1F0 
SS=SIN(FI*THFTA) FSD 190 
!K= FSC 200 





HL=0.5*CXAS3(2)-XhS(1) I Fsr P30
 
PNT=NKF (1) FSD 240
 
DO 50 UU=1*NF FSO 250
 





XSrX-XF CJd) P50 280
 




IF (I.GE.2) PL~0. P50 310
 
RX=-C XS+XSP)/P*:*I/XSP F50 320
 


























A6SQPT (XP*XF.P*p*R) P511 440 
PF0=- rXD+A6) /P/A6 P50 450 
WKP=-CCS(THFTA)M (PFL-PF0),(4.OPT) P50 460 
WK1±-SflNCTHFTA)*(PFL-PFO)/C4.*PT) P50 470 
PETLPN PSC 480 
END F50 4qO-
SUPPOUTTNE VELFIC (LWF,LPAkEL,tl6.CW.AW,LPA 1,LPAN2,IL,SYJ) VFS 10 
DTPENSTrN AW(1). Ph(20), CW(1). SCF(SIO), rW(20) VPS 20 
CflWPON /C-FOM/ I-ALFSWXCF(?00).YCP (200) *7CP(?O0)hXLE(50),YLF(50),XTVPS 30 
1E(0:0),PS'l(()).CF (q5)*XVc(p00)YV(10n),tSN(P,P).XN (200,2),9YN(2009?),ZVFS 40 
2N(200.?).WIDTIF(P),YC0I C2F),SW~EP(F),ALR,CU(21,8),FX(95i,2),TX(9rVFC 50 
3.2) ,SC (160.5)#.51(1E0,) .LC (3) VFS 60 
C0"PV0N /CONST/ NCS.NCW,M1I(P),I\%.NCJr5),L yps JWIc3,s),Nul62(s95s,,JVF 70 
IPAN\EL,MUU(9).rKW(2),NNU,NJP VFS Pa 
COPISON /PUS/ XF(2n),XCF(20),PP(20),CNP(c%?0),XLPF,XTEV.hAPflc2n),NCVPS 90 











IF (1SYP E0.0) NJ)-.NSU/2 VPS 160
 
IF (ISYP.EO) NP=NSJ-1 VFS 170
 












IF (IL.FO.2) LPL=LAFT 

IF (IL.FQ.?) LPI=LAST.NTL 



















































































JN I= I VFS 4!:0 
D0 70 T=II_PL VFS 460 
TI=T VFS 47n
 
IF (IL.FQ.?) IT=T.LPAKFL VFS 4PO
 





IF (TI.LE.LPANFL) KL=n VFS 510
 






CALL UNM7 (fl,Y,,7.AW,h.TPII.KL°WK?.y) VFS 55o
 
WPTTE (01) CW(K) *t1TL) VFq =60
 
WPITE (07) (AW().K=I1dTL) VFS 570
 
IF (TL.KF.2) CC TO 70 VFS 5P0
 
IF (IL.FQ.?.AK.TFT.,JPANFL) Gr Ir 70 VFS 9q0
 






40 IF (TI.EC.(JJ(IfN)-I)) C-f 70 50 VFS 630
 








en IF (II.FC..yJ(Jd1)) IPI =I VFS 670
 
70 COTTNUF 
 VFS 680 






































IF (IL.EQ.2.ArV.Y.LF.LPAfFL) KT=K+JPAKFL 
 VFS 770
 
IF (IL.F.?.AKC.K.T.LPAtFL) KT=K-LPANFL 
 VFS 780
 
PEAt (OP) (R3(K),KK=1.NCJM) 
 VFS 790
 









Do 100 KK=1.NCLI 
 VFS 830
 



































CALL FLELA (K.PW,N,JJXA,,XTFF.XF.yrFRF.srpNF.Ky) 
 VFS 970
 


































WPITE (01) (CW(K),W=1.LPW) 
 VFS11On












SUPPOUTINE WINe (AW.PW,LPANFL,IFP.LPANILPAN2.KF) 
 WNG i






















3,2),SC(1605).ST (160,5).LC(3) WNG 70
 
COt'ON /AFPOI AI,A2B1.P,2CL(30),CT(30),Cn(30).GAf(2,130) WNG 80
 












NL='W (1) WNG 150
 
NN=W (I) WNG 160
 






IF (d.EO.(LPAkI+I).OR.J.Fl.(LPAN2?1)) IP=I WNG 2SO
 
IF (J.GT.LPAh1.AIC.v.LE.LPAN?) ITS=2 WNG 210
 
IF (J.GT.LPAN2.AKf.,.LE.LPANEL) ISI=3 WNG 220
 
IF (JCE.LPAf.thr..LT.LPANFL) GO TO 1n WNG 23n
 
















712 ?N(UJ2)-7N(JI) WNG 320
 






DO Co I=l,? WNC 360
 



















































W (IT+2)=fF1F2)*C (17)*SN (PITISN)/ (P.*FN) WNG 560
 




























































IF (IL.FG.2) 1C0K=LAST UNW 170
 
00 30 I=1.NCLW UNW 180 
IF (NH1.NE.0.Atr.I.LE.NH1) CC TO ID UNW 190 
FI±I-NHI UNW 200 
FCL*J=NCUN-NNL UNW 210 
PP=PI-T I- UNW 220 
TP=THI UNW 230 
























DO 200 T=I,KCON UNW 350 
IF (T.FC.KCO) KC=1 UNW 360 
IP=1 UNW 370 
17=1 UNW 3PO 
1FF:1 UNW 390 
TND:1 UNW 400 
JKT= UNW 410 
LI=LPANFL+. UNW 4PO 
LAST1=LAST-1 UNW 430 
ISN=1 UNW 440 
P=KW () UNW 4FQ 
NNNW (I) UNW 460 
no lqn J:1,ICOK UNW 470 
MT=J-IFF+1 UNW 480 
FN=NN UNW 490 
IF (JAT.LPANEL) GO TO o UNW 50n 
IF (U.EG.(LPAtI+I)OR..J.FG.(LPAN2+) IP=1 UN 510 
IF (J.CT.LPAN.AND.J.LE.LPAK?) ISN=? UNW 520 
IF (J.rT.LPAN2.ANr.,.LF.LPAKFL) TS'=3 UNW 530 
IF (JCE.LPAN1.hMn.J.LT.LPANEL) CC TO 40 UNW 540 
GO TO cf UNW 950 
40 NNNIW(?) IINh =60 
IF (J.GF.LAK2.ANC.J.LT.LPANFL) NK=NW(3) UNW 70 
C0 CONTINI F UNW 5PO 
IF CUCOT.EO.1.ANP.J.T.LPANFL) GC TO 60 UNW 590 
GO TO 70 UNW 6nO 
60 IF (JKT.EG.I.CP.JKT.EQ,(KJP+I)) IP=] IJNW 610 
70 CONTINUE UNW 620 
IF (J.GF.LPANEL.AKD.d.LT.uJ(I')) NK=NCJ(IhD) UNW 630 
CHORI=C-(IZ) IJNW 640 
IF (IL.EQ.1) -0 TO 100 UNW 650 
IF (J.E,.Ll) CO TC RO UNW 660 
GO TO 90 UNW 670 
p0 ISN=ISP . UNW 680 
LI=PJJ(IKD)+1 UNW 690 
90 NL=JJ(IND)-l UNW 7on 
IF (NL.FO.LASTI) CO TO inO UNW 710 
IF (J.EG.NL) IKE=INDC* UNW 720 
100 CONTINE UNW 730 
Do 1e K=I,KC UNW 740 
IF (I.FP.KCON) -f TC 110 UNW 7=0 
X=XCF(1) UNW 760 
Y=RF(1)*SF(K) UNW 770 
Z=PF(I)*CF(K) UNW 780 
GO TO 120 UNW 79n 










































































































































IF (I.E(.KCON) F?GC12 





W (TI)=(F1+F2) oCtPf*SN(MI,!cN)/(P.*FN) 








































































QRIGINAL PAGE IA )DE
pOOR QUALITY 
AW(K<)=W(1) W(2) UNWI33n 
BW(K)=W(3)-W(4) UNW134o
 
CONTINUE UNW 13950 
IF (I.EQ.KCON) Of TC 170 UNW1360 
WPITE (OP) (AW(KK),KK=1,NCU) UNW137 






















IF (J.GT.LPANEL) <KT=JKT.l 






IF (I.NF.KCON) Ge TO 200 UNW1500
 


















P P GEOP  GEO 2o 
TO SET UP THE CFECFTPY OF THE VOPTEX ELFEWKTS AkD CONTRCL PCINTS GEO 30 
nIWENCION XXL(5), YL(5), XXT(5). 7t (5)q CPCWL(31)9 CPSWL(31) GEO 40 

















COMMON /SKODE/ KCCOE 
 GEO 110
 
COM'ON /AFRO/ Pl1,AP2,Pl PP.CL(30),CT(30),C(30),GAP(2,130) GEO 120
 



















COMMON /PARAP/ ALPTALPCALPSCDF,SDFTH.TPF GE0 210
 








COMON /CAMB/ ICAt,IMXT(2,11),7C(?,11),AP'(210)BPP(2.10).CCN(9GEO pfn 
110),DD(2,10) GEO ?70 
WRITE (6.620) GEO 280 
PT=3.14159265 GEO 290 
NCS=0 GEO 300 
KL=O GEO 310 
IPANFL=1 GEO 320 
PT=O. GEO 330 
00 10 1=195 SEO 340 
YCN(I)=O GEO 350 
10 OF(I)=n. GEO 360 
C GEO 37n 
C a**VACk NUPEFRS OF FPEESTPEP AND JET FLOW, FPFESTREAP/JET VELCCITY 6EO 380 
C PATIO.JET/FREESTPEAP TEMPERATURE RATIOANGLF OF ATTACK IN DFGREE.,GEO 390 
C WING L.E. AND T.F. X-COOPrINATFS AT THF JFT AXIS LOCATICN*** GEC 400 
C GFO 410 
READ (r.570)AI1,A2 ,VVU,TFPPALP.XEL.XET GEO 42o 
WRITE (69 70) Al'.A2,VL.TEPP.ALP*XEL.XET GO 430 
C GEC 440 
C *NUPPEP OF FLAP SECTIONS (INCLUDING THE JFT SPAN), THE NLIERICAL GEO 450 
C ORDER OF JET SPAN AND THE CORRESPONDING FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLES IN SEO 460 
C PFORFES SEOGF 470 
C GEO 480 
READ (F.610) NFP.KJP.COF(I),T=KFP) GEC 490 
WRITE (6p610) NFPNJP,(OF(I),I=I,KFP) GEC 500 
C GEO 510 
C ***REFFPFKCF HALF WING APF, RFFFPENCF CHORD, TVjIST IN DEC., INCIDEN-GEC 50 
C CE OF ROOT CPORr IN DEO., X-, Y- ANP 7- COORDINATES OF JET CENTER GEO 530 
C AT EXIT. AND JFT RADIUS *** GEO 540 
C * NOTE. FOP USB APPLTCATION , YJZJ AND PJ MAY RE ANY NON-ZFRC VALUESGEO 550 
T
C .UNLFSS THF PECTANGULAR JE IS NOT ON THE CURFACE AND THE FNTRAIN-GEO 56n0 
C MEKT EFFECT IS TO PF ACCOUNTED FOP. GEO c 7 0 
C SEO 5PO 
REAr (c,5 7 0) PALFSW.CREFTUIST.TWICTRXJ.YJ.7JRJ GEO 590 
WOITF (6,570) -ALFSW.CPEFTWIST,TICTRxJYJ,7,RJ GEO 600 
C GEO 610 
C ***TPA!LINF-EDGE ANGtF IN DEC.. PARTIAL-SPAN FLAP INDICATOR (=0, FOP GEO 620 
C NO CP FULL-SPAN FLAP, AND =1. OTHPRWISE). CONFIGURATION INrICATOR GEO 630 
C (=I. FOP USP, AND =0. FOR OWE), L.E. CAAPFR AT THE ROOT ANC TIP. GEO 640 
C AND T.F. CAMPER AT THE ROOT ANC TIP ** GEO 650 
C * NOTE. FOP USP APPLICATIONF, TFANCL WAY RE ANY vALUE * GEO 660 
C GEO 670 
C * IF CAMPFR ORDIKATFS APE TO BE PEAr IN, THE L.E. AND T.E. CAPPEP GEO 6P0 
C SLOPFS TO HE PFAD IN EFLOW MAY PF APPITRAPY KUPPERS GEO 690 
C GEO 700 
PEAC (q.M70) TFAN'L.PTIALIJSCALERCAPLET.CAPTER.CAWTET GFO 710 
WRITE (6.570) TEANGILPTIAL.U.,CAPLEP,CANLFT,CATERCAMTET GEO 720 
IF (RJ.LE.O.0001) PJ=I. GEC 730 
IUSe=USe GEO 74n 
DF;=O. GEO 790 
CM 0. GEO 760 
STHGEO 770 
C THE FOLLOWING DATA APE NOT NEEDED FOP OWR APPLICATIONS * GEO 780 
IF (IUSe.NE.1) OC TO 2n GEO 790 
C BED 800 
C * TIRUST COEFFICIENT, JET DEFLECTICN ANGLE IN DEG. AND ENTRAINMNKT GEO 810 
C corE IF THE RECTANGULAR QFT IS NOT ON THE WING sURFACE (=. IF TPFGEO P20 
C ENTPAINPENT DUE TO AN EQUIVALENT POUND JET IS TO BE INCLUDEr, =0. GEO 830 
C OTPEPWISF) GEO 840 
C GEO 85o 
READ (5, 70} CFL.DFJTNJ GEO 860 
WRITE (6,57n) CIUDFJTNJ GEO 870 






DO 30 I=15 GEO 910
 






ALPS=SIN(ALP) GEO 950 
ALPC=CCS(ALP) GEO 960 
ALPT=bLPS GEO 970 
PF=TEAKC- *Pl/Pn.+TCF GEO 9Po 
IF (IUSP.EQ.1) CPF=CFJ GEO 990 
FXtT=O. GFC100o 
IF (X.J.CT.XEL) FXIT1I. Ot-GINL)g nTPdjTY GEOl0lO 








IF (IUSE.EQO..AKD.ITN.E-.0) C-0 TO 40 GEOlogn
 






IF (TUSP.FO.1) GO TC 40 GEO1140 
IF (XFL.LT.0..AKP.ZJ.GE.(?.*PJ)) KCOrF=O GEOlISA 
IF (7J.GF.(1.Rj)) KCCOE= GF0oilo 
F1=-?.542P*CU*CU+33.7371*CLI-P~ql48 GE01170 
IF (CU.GT.O.633q) F1=0.,0.4*((-0.633q)/o.361 GE011PO 
IF (FI.LT.O..ANC.7J,.GF.(3*9*PJ) KCrDF=0 GE01190 







IF (IUSP.EQ.I) ICODE=1 GE01240
 
IF (ISP.NE.].AND.KCODE.FCo.1) cC Ton GE01250
 










IF (7J.LT.(l.S*PJ)) Fl=i. GE01320 
IF (FI.GT.I.) Fl=l. GE01330 
FACT=PF GE01340 
CDF=DE*FACT GE01350 
60, CONTINUE GE01360 
DO 70 ItIA GE01370 
70, ml(l)=0 GE01380 
C GE01390 
C *** TCTAL NUNBER OF SPANWISF SFCTION. ANP THE NUNRER OF VORTEX GE01400 
C STRIPS IN EACH SECTION PLUh I ** GE01410 
C THE NUtMPER OF VOPTFX STRIPS Ir THF JET PFGION 4-CIJLD PE CCNSISTEKTGFO420 
C WITV THAT OF JET VCRTEX STPIPS * SE0143n 
C * NWING=TPE NUMERICAL OPDFP (F LAST WING SPAN TSF SECTION a GE01440 
c GE01450
 







C .**THF NUMFRICAL OPOEP OF FLAP AKP JFT SPANS AICNG THE SPANWISF GE01490
 
C SECTIONS *** GF01500 
C GE01510
 
READ (F50) (NJW(C)-,-INFP) GE0152o
 
WRITF (6.9F0) (KJW(I)q1=1NFF) GE01530
 
C -GO154n 
C *** NUPPFR OF CFOPrWITSE VORTEX ELFMFNTS IN C-PORDWISE SECTICNS. AND GEOiSrr 
C CAPFFP CODE (=I IF CARER CRCINATES APE TO RE READ IN. =0 IF GE01560 
C CAMPEP FUNCTIONc Ar DEFINED PY CLOSED-FOP EXPRESSICNS MANLALLY GEOIS7O 
C IN SUBPROGRAMS 7CP(Y) AND, 7CT(X)). AND THE NUPEER OF CAI'EF ODI- GEOISpO 
C NATFS TO PE PEAr IK (APPITPAPY IF ICAN=0) *S GFOIgo 
C 0 NOTE. TIF NAXIPUN NUPPEP CF CAMPFP ORDINATES ALLOIhED IS 11 * GE01600 
C GEO161
 
PEAt (S.SPO) (NW(I),I=1,3).-ICAw,IP GE01620
 










C T*f ICAPNI THE -CrCPDINATFS AND THE CAPPER OPDINATES, GE0160O
IF REAr IN 





DO R0 1=1.2 GE01720
PF AC 07970) (XT(T.j} J=].Tk) SE01730 
ORIGINAL PAGE I& 
OPI POOR QUALATI 
READ (59570) C7C(I,J),J=,I) 
 GE01740
 





PC 	 RFF(J)=ZC(IJ) 
 GE0177o
 
CALL SPLINE (IM,XFF,RFF,AAF,PBF,CCF,ODF) 
 GE01780
 











go DON (I0J=DDF(J) 
 GEOIA30
 
100 	 CONTINLE 
 GE01840
110 	 CONTINUE 
 GEO18=0
 
































WPITTF (6,570) ((XXL(I),XXT(l),YL(I),1=1,2),7S) 
 GE01 90
 
IF (!USP.EG.i) SC TO 210 
 GE0200O
IF (ISYI.FQ.O.ANC.KK.EO.1) GO TC 140 
 GE02010
 
IF (KK.EC.(NJW(NJP)+1)) CC TO IFO 
 GE02020
 
IF (ISYM.NE.0.ANr.KK.E.UNJW(NJP).])) C0 TO 
160 	 GEO2n3o
 




GO TO 	21n 
 GE02050






IF rISYP.EQO) GO TO 170 
 GFO2OBo
 













 YL(?-y L(])-PT+pj)/(yL().-YL(l)) GE02130




IF (TSYW.EQ.O.AND.KK.EO.]) GO TO IPO 





le0 	 IF CISYW.FQ.O) GO TC-190 

IF (KK.EQ.(NJWCNJP).1)) GO TC PI0 

IF (KK.EO.JWtNJP)) YL(2)=YL(2)+PT-Pu 





















GO TO 200 

































240 IF (KK.EQ.NJl(LL)) PJWI(LL.L)=TPANEL 















IF (KK.EO.NJW(LL)) NJW2(,LL)=LPAKFL 









2C0 	 IF (KK.EC.NJh(LL)) LL=LL+1 

IF (L.EC.3) GO TC 300 

IF (L.FO.1) LPANI=LPANEL 

IF (L.FC.2) LPAN?=LPANEL 







IF (L.EC.3.ArC.NW(3).EQ.n) eC TC PPO 

GO TO 120 

;2C 	 DO 270 1=2,3 











GO TO 3nO 









































































































LL-I OF POOR Ua GE02720 



















IF (PT.GT.APS(7J).ANP.KCCF.FO.O) ZJT=PT*J/AB(7J)+7S GE02820
 




IF (AM2.GT.O.9) WRTTF (6,660) A2 GES02850
 









C TCTAL NUMBER CF STREAPWSE JET 5FCTIONS, NUPPER OF JET CIRCUM- GE02900
 
C FEPFNTIAL STRIPS MINUS OF FCR A NON-CFNTEREC JET (USE COO tUMBERSGEO2910 
C ) AND PLUS ONE FCP A CFNTFPFD JFT (USE EVF NUPPERS), AND KL.M8FRF GE02920 
C OF JET VORTEY FLFMENTS ON EACH JET SECTION *** GE02930 
C GES0294n 
PEAt ( ,9Pn) NKJ,SJ,(CJ(1).1=1,NNJ) GEO295n 
WRITE (6,580) KNJ,NSJ.(NCJ(!),1=1,NNJ) GE02960 
IF (KCODE.EQ.O) CALL CIPCJ (ISYl.NSJY) GE02970 
IF (ISYM.FO.O) NSJJ=NSJ/? GE02980 


























CO 420 JJ=,KNJ GE03130 
IF (IUCA.F0.I) SC TG 370 GE03140 
C GE03150 
C *4 COORDINATES OF OUNDINt LIVFES OF JET SECTICNS PROJECTED ON X-Y GE03160 
C PLANE *4* GE03170 
C GEC31AO 
REAE (Cq970) (XXL(I)*XXT(I).YL(I)*T=I1?) GF03190 
WRITF (6,q70) (XXL(T),XXT(),Yl(I).T=I.2) GE03200 
IF (ISYW.EO.O) 
























































































C ***COCPDTNATES CF PPFAK POIKTS DEFTINNG PECTANCULAP JET SECTIPtS FOR 
GF03510





370 DO 3s r=1,4 
 GE0354n
 
PEAr (5,970) XXL(I),XXT(T).YL(I) 'L(i) 
 GE03550







































































IF (KCODE.EO.O) YCCN(25)=I. GE03840
 







C ***NUEER OF SECTICNS IN WICH THF CIHERAL IS TO FE DEFINED , GEO3PqO 
C DIHEDRAL IN DEC., AND T'-F CUTPO&PD Y COORDINATF OF THE SE(TION GE03900 
C * MDG=I IF THERF IS DIHEDRAL, =0, CTHFPWISF * GE03910 
C GE03920 
READ (9.580) NDG,WDG GE03930 
WRITE (e,5PO) NDG.PDG GE03940 
READ (9,970) (SGGEY(1.NrG) SF03950 
WRITE (6,570) CSKC(I)tYr(!},I=]itG) GE03960
 






















C * KF=! IF THE FUcELAGE IS PRFSENT, =0 OTHERWISE. NT=NUMPER CF GE04060
 
C FOLPIEP TFRPS EXCLUDING TI-F ZEPC-CPDFR TEP*. NCUY=NUMBEP CF CIR- GE0407n
 
C CUPFERENTIAL LCCATIONS AT WHICH PRFSSUPE LOADING IS TO FE CCMPUTFDGEO4OP0
 
C . NF=NUWPER OF CCNTROL STATIONc ALCNG THE FUSELAGE AXIS *'* GE04090 
C * KW=NUMPFP OF SEGMFNTS INTO WFICH TI-F FUISELAGE AXIS Ic CIVIDED, GE04100 
C NKF=NUWPEP OF SINCULARITY FLE'FNTS TN EACH SEGPFKT * GE04110 













READ (c.PO) KFKT,NCUMNFKW,(NKF(),1=1.KW) GEO41PO
 
WPITE (6.580) KF.NT.NCUPKF,KW,(NKF(IIT=1,KW) GE041IO
 











C X-COOPDINATES DEFINING THF FUSELAGE SF61ENTS,INCLUDING THE NOSE GEO4240
 
C AND THE TAIL, FUSIND=n. IF THE FUSFLAGE GEOPETRY IS TO PE DEFINED GE04250
 
C ANALYTICALLY IN FUNCTIONI FUR(X) AND SLOP(X). =1. OTHERWISE. GE04260
 
C FUSNO=NUMBER OF FUSELAGE STATIONS TO 8E INPUT TC DEFINE THE GE04270 
C SHAPE IF FUSIND=I. , =0. OTHFRWI9E *** GE04280 
C * XI=FOY STATION IN FRACTION OF PCDY LENGTH AT WIICH THE PATF OF GE0429a 
C CHANGE OF CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA WTTH PODY LENGTH FIRST PEACHES GE04300 
C PAXIMUN NEGATIVE VALUE. SEE DATCCP * GE04310 
C * XJF=I. IF THE LOWEP INFOARD EDGE OF TFP USF QET IS ON THE FUSELACFGE04320 





READ (1.570) (XASI(),=I.KW1).FUSINDFUSNO,X,XdF GE0439n
 
WRITE (6.570) (XAS(I1.I=IKWI).FtS-NDFUSNOX1,XJF GE042(0
 






C ***IF FUSTND=I . PEAR IN ThF FJSFLAGE X-STATICNS AND THE RADII. GE04400 
C OTHFPWISE, SKIP *** GE04410 
IF (IFR.EO.O) CC TO 450 GE04420 
READ (C.570) (XFF(1)I=IIFN) GE04430 
READ (,S70) (PFF(1),If=.IFN) GE04440 
WRITE (6,570) (XFF(I),I=ITIFN) GE04450 
WRITE (6997(l) (PFF(I),I=l,IFN) GE04460 
CALL SPLINF (IFN,XFF,RFFAAFPPFCCFDDF) GE0447n 







IF (YN(2.1),LE.0.O) GO TO 48O GE04S1O
 
IF (ZCP(2).GE.O.) TPI=PT/2.-ATAN(7CP(?)/YN(P.I)) GE04S20
 
IF (ZCP(2).LT.O.) TFI=PI/?.'ATAN(APS(ZCP(?)}/YN(2,1)) GE04530
 
IF (ZCP(P).LT.O.) O'TO 46o GE04540
 







IF (NH1.LT.2) NHI=2 GEO4SSO
 
















rO TO 490 
 GE04650
 
470 	 NH1=NCUN/2 GEC4660
 







C1 0  
520 

NH1=O ORIGINAL PAGE IS GE0468n 




















WRITE (6.SRn) LPANELJPAKFLLWFj GEO4A1O
 




IF (KCCDE.FQ.O) WRITE (F,770) GE04R40
 
IF (KCODE.E.1) WRITE (6,7PO) GEO4PSO
 




WRITE (6.730) XFOUI GEO4PPO
 
WRITF (6,740) PFCLT GE04g90
 








WPITF (P,690) (XT1.I),I=,IM) GE04940
 




WRITE (6,690) (XT(2*I),I=IIfl) GE0497o
 
























WRITE (6,600) (XCP(!),YCP(I)vZP(T),I=1,LAST) GE051O0
 
IF (KCODE.EQ.1) CC TO 540 GEOSIIO
 


























































































































570 FORMAT ((FIO.)) GE05610
 
580 FOPAT (E(6X,14)) GE05620
 
990 FORMAT (IOX,PFIALF SW=,E12. .10X,!HCREF=.F1?.5) GE05630
 
600 FORMAT (6(FIO.9)) GE05640
 
6I0 FrRNAT (2(6X.14)97FI0.5) GEC56FO
 
620 FORMAT (1HO.10I-IPUT PATA) GE05660
 
630 FORMAT (1HO,!HLPANFLJPANFLLWFJ=) GE05670
 
=
 640 FORMAT (IHO,36FVORTEX ELEMENT EKPOINT COOPDINATES ) GEO568O
 
650 FOPMAT (1HO,26HCCNTROL POINT COOPCINATES=) GE05690
 
660 FOPMAT (IHO,42HPIAPNING. TIE EQUIVALFNT JET AC- NUMBER ISFIO.5,4]GEO5700
 
IHIT HAS BEEN SET TO 0.9 IN THE CONPUTATION) GEOS7O
 
670 FORMAT G)
(/45H*** CAMBER ORDINATES FOP THE ROOT SECTION SF05720
 
680 FORMAT (/44H* * CAMBER OPPINATEc FOP THE TIP SECTION E0)
5730
 
690 FORMAT (/7X,31X/CIIFIO.5) GE05740
 
700 FORMAT (/7X.3I-7/C.I]F]OA) GE05750
 
710 FORMAT (/4X,2HXIPX,2IX298X92PYI,X,2HY29SX2-21,6X.2HZ2) GE05760
 
720 FORMAT (/4X,3HXCP,7X,3HYCP.TX,3HZCP,7X 3HXCP97X,31YCP,7X 3HZCP) GEOT0
 





740 FOPWAT (IHO,28HTHF EQUIVALENT JET RADIUS IS.FIO.5) GE05OG
 












7R0 FOPMAT (/20X,943FA RECTANGULAR JET WITH LATERAL EXTENT EQUAL/20X,42GE05P7
 










SUPPOUTINE GEOFUS (RDX) GEE 10
 






















nO 3n K=19NCLM GEP 130
 












GO TO 20 













































































SUPPOUTINE SPLINE (NX,Y,A.8EC,P) SPL 10
 
DIWENSICN S(111), i(21). CA(21) SPL 20
 


















nO 20 K=1,N SPL 120
 




00 70 1=2,N SPL 150
 
IF (I.EC.N) GO TC 30 SPL 160
 
























H () =0 SPL 220
 
IF (I.EQ.N) GO TO 50 SPL 230
 
IF (U.LT.(I-1).OP.,J.GT.I+1)) 60 TO 60 SPL 240
 




H(I1)=X (I1)-X (I) SPL 270
 




H(N-l)=-X(N)+X (-p) SPL 300
 


























SUPROUTINE PESPAP (XXL.XXT.YL,7L.CPCWLCPSWLIPANELNJJC,.JJNSYP)RSP 10
 
TO CEFINE THE LCCATIONS OF VORTEX AND CONTRCL PCINTS ON RECT. JETSRSP 20
 
O1?FNSION XXL(1), YL(1). XXT(1), 7L(1). CPCWL(1), CPSWL(1) RSP 30
 


















IF (NSYM.EQ.O) hSJJ=(NSJ+I)/2 RSP 130
 












DO 170 IS=1,4 RSP 200
 
IF (NSYY.EQ.I.AKD.IS.F0.1) GO TO 170 RSP 210
 


























DO 40 J=1.NJ RSP 350
 
40 XL(I.J)=XXL(II)+CPCWL(J)*C(I) RSP 360
 
IF (ABS(SPAN).LF.O.001) GO TO 7n RSP 370
 
DO 0 J=1.NU RSP 380
 
= 0 SLOPE(J)=(XL(2.J)-XL(1,J))/SPAN RSP 390
 














70 IF (ARS(SPAN).LF.O.001) NS=1 RSP 470
 
















GO TO 90 RSP 560
 




s0 CONTINUE RSP 590
 








O0 160 J=.,NJ RSP 640
 




















GO TO 120 PSP 790
 


















ORIGINAL PAGE L 	 RSP 770 
































































































ThE WING PNL 30
TO DEFINE THE LOCATIONS OF VORTEX AND CONTROL POINTS ON 

CoShL(1) PNL 40
































































































































































SUPROUTINE EKTPh (UAMJ.TX.CL'TXELXET,Z.KCODEXJC) ENT 10
 
TO COMPUTE T-F JET ENTRAINmENT FUNCTION ENT 20
 
DIENSICN CSJ(70). SSJ(70) ENT 30
 
DIMENSION PUI(31), PU2(31), FUI(31), FU?(31)9 FL3(31), RR2(31) ENT 4n
 


















































































IF (PxX.GE...AO.DXX.LF.2.) lXX=2.c ENT 270
 


















DO 160 T=1.31 ENT 370
 
IF (IJ.LE,0.01) CC TO 80 ENT 380
 
IF rI.EC.1.ANC.ARS(T-1.).LE.0.O1) GO TO 100 ENT 390
 




IF fI.EC.2) S=rSX*(X(?)-XC) ENT 420
 










DO 50 Jt1970 ENT 48A
 
















AG=ALOG(( *.* U/AP1)/Cl.+U/API)) ENT 510
 


























GO TO 40 ENT 650
 
P1=(1.-U)*(1.-ExP(-1./ (2=Si)) ENT 660
 


















GO TO 40 ENT 760
 
IF (I.NE,1) SP=2.*PK14SQTfPEJ)*X(I)-0.35 ENT 770
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WRITE (6,250) X(I),RJ,0X ENTi160
 
IF (Z.LT.0) GO TO 140 ENTI1O
 
IF CIK.CT.1) GC TO 140 ENT!I O
 
IF (X(I).GE.XEL) GO TO 120 ENT1I9O
 
GO TO 140 ENT1200
 




IF (XELLT.0) CC TO 130 ENT1230
 


































A{(I =OMXO-(I)*X (I) ENT1410
 










IF (K.GT.30) GO TO 240 ENT147O
 
IF (XM.GE.0..AND.xW.LT.XC) GO TO 180 ENT14RO
 




GO TO 170 ENTISlO












































IF (XM.GE.O..A fl.XM.LT.XC) GO TO 210 ENT1740
 
GO TO 220 ENT1750
 






































250 FORPAT CSF10.5) ENT1950
 























FORMAT (/SX,4PXJFT,Px.4 JET,X.u,,N/D9?IGIf IJ PAGE IS 
END OF POO QUALITY ENT197O-
SUBROUTINE RECTJ (ISYWNSJUY) ROT 10
 




DIMENSION Y(10941) ROT 40
 










NJH=NS /2 RCT 100
 
00 SO I=INSJU ROT 110
 
IF (I.EC.1.AND.ISYM.NE.0) GC TO i0 RCT 120
 
























SUEROUTINE CIRCJ (ISYM.NSJ,Y) CRJ 10
 
TO LEFINE THE UNIT NORMAL VECTORS TO THE SURFACE OF CIRCULAR JETS CRJ 20
 




IF (ISYN.EO.O) CC TO 10 CRJ 50
 
NSJI=NSJ I CRJ 60
 






























IF (I.GT.NJH.ANDo.ISYM.NE.0) K=T-NJH,1 CRJ 2?n
 






IF (ISYM.NF.0) A!G2=(FI-1.)*PI/FN? 



































IF (ANCI.GT.PI) YP=-YP 

IF (I.GT.NJH) PC TC 30 

CpJ 400














 y(?,KTI)=_COS(ANCI) 	 CPJ 4F0
 














SUPPOUTINE JSHAPE (XXLXXTYL,YJ,7J.RJ.CPCWL.IFANELNJJCISYM) JSP in
 





flIP'ENSICN CPCWL(1). XXL(H), XXT(1). YL(1) JSP 40
 





CONMON /GEO/ HALFSWXCP(200),YCP(?fO).7CP(20P)XLE(50),YLE(SO),XTJSP 70
 








CO'ON /CONST/ NCSNCWmP(e),NcJCJ( ).LAST.nuh1(3.5),JW2(39),JJSP 110
 



















IF (ISYM.EO.O) 12 =U/2.1 
 JSP 190
 
DO 10 T=1,2 
 JSP 200
 
C(I)=XXT(I)-XXL (I) JSP 210
 
JSP 220
DO 10 J=.NJ 

10 	 XL(I.J)=XXL(I)+CPCWL(Jd*C(1} 



















IF cX.E0.CN12-1).Og.KoE0.N12) YY=I. 





30 X(d.K)=XL(.J)*LOPE(J) (XTT(K)-YL(1)) 





























IF (K.EO.k12.AKD.I.EQ.) KIl1=l 

IF (ISYW.EQ.0) G6 10 40 

IF (KIl.EQ.1.OP.KII.EO.2) GO TC 60 

GO TO 50 





IF (KII.EQ.(hI2-I).0R.KII.E0.N12) GO TO 70 













GO TO 80 







































































































































60 TO 110 
 JSP 760
 




































DIMENSION AW(131), BW(131) 










COMMON /AERO/ AM1,AM2,BE2,CL(30),CT(30),CD(30),GAM(2130) JOF 100
 









COMMON /PARAN/ ALPTALPCALPSCDFSDF.THTDF JOF 150
 




















































REWIND B3 JOF 340 
REWIND 04 JOF 350 
JI=LWF+. JOF 360 
10 CONTINUE JOF 370 
IF (KF.EO.O) GO TO 20 JOF 380 
REWIND I JOF 390 
REWIND 7 JOF 400 
C JOF 410 
C CONFUTE THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF THE JOF 420 
C FUSELAGE. AND STORE ON FILE (07) * JOF 430 
C JOF 440 
CALL VELFUS (LWFLPANELAWEWAM.LPAN1,LPAN?,1ISYM) JOF 450 
REWIND 1 JOF 460 
REWIND 7 JOF 470 
READ (08) (CP(I)I=1,LPANEL) JOF 480 
20 CONTINUE JOF 490 
LL=1 JOF 500 
IF (NW(2).EQO.) GD TO 40 JOF 510 
II=I+NCS JOF 520 
IF (NW(3)hNE.O) GO TO 30 JOF 530 
CHCPD=CH(1)+C(II) JOF 540 
GO TO 50 JOF 550 
30 III1I+NCS JOF 560 
CHOPD=CH(I).CH(TI)+CH(III) JOF S70 
GO TO 50 JOF 580 
40 CHORD=CH(1) JOF 5go 
50 CONTTNUE JOF 600 
CALL WING (AW,RWLPANEL,1.B,LPANI,LPAN2,KF) JOF 610 
XC=(XCP(1)-XLE(IG))/CHORO JOF 620 
CAP=ZCR(XC)-(ZCR(XC)-ZCTCXC))*YCP(I)/HALFE JOF 630 
AW(JI)=-CAM JOF 640 
8W(j])=O JOF 650 
IF (KF.EQO) GC TO 80 JOF 660 
READ (07) GAN(2,LK),LK=tKTL) JOF 670 
READ (01) (GAP(19LK),LK=lNTL) JOF 680 
DO 60 LK=1,NTL JOF 690 
KK=LPANEL*LK JOF 700 
BW(KK)=GAM(ItLK) JOF 710 
0 AW(KK)=GAM(2.LR) JOF 7?n 
Xo=XCP(I) JOF 730 
YQ=YCP(1) JOF 740 
ZO=ZCP(1) JOF 750 
WK=O. ,OF 760 
CALL FUSVOL (P,XOYOZO,WNWKGPO#OO) JOF 770 
DO 70 KK=ILPANEL JOF 780 
70 AW(KK)=AW(KK).WK*WKN*CP(KK) JOF 790 
80 CONTINUE JOF 800 
WRITE (03) (AW(JJ),JJ=1,J1) JOE 810 























CALL WING (AW.8W,LPANELIJP.LPANI.LPAN2KF) JOF 850
 







































































IF (XC.LT.FCP1) CAN=CZ 
 JOF110
 
IF (COM.LT.O.O01) CAM=CZ-0.5*DF(LL) JOF1I1O
 






IF (PTIAL.LE.O.O1.AKD.XC.GT.FCR2) GO TO 180 JOFII5
 
IF (PTIAL.GT.O.01) GO TO 150 JOFl160
 
IF DFALL).GTO.01.AND.XC.GT.FCPI) GO TO 180 JOF117o
 
IF (IJ.NE.MG) GO TO 180 JOFI80
 
















GO TO 180 
 JOF126o
 
IF (IJ.GE.MJWI(1,LL).AND.IJ.LE.MJW2(1,LL)) 	GO TO 170 JOF1270
 
GO TO 180 JOF128o
IF (IJ.GE.MJWX(2,LL).AND.IJ.LF.MJW?(2,LL)) 











GO TO 180 JOF1330
 










IF (KF.EO.O) GO TO 210 JOF1390
 
REAC (07) (GAN(2,LK),LK=ITL) JOF1400
 
READ (01) (GAV(1,LK)vLK=lNTL) JOF1410
 
















CALL FUSVOL (EBX0.YO,ZQWN WKGPOO.O JOFlEO
 






WRITE (03) (AW(JJ),JJ=Ijl) JOF1540
 
WRITE (04) (BW(JJ)gJJtJI) JOF1550
 
IF (IJ.GE.LPAN1.AND.IJ.LT.LPAN2) KG=NW(P) JOF1560
 
IF (TJ.GE.LPAK2.AND.IJ.LT.LPANEL) NG=NW(3) JOF157o
 
IF (IJ.EO.MJW2(1,LL).OR.IJ.EQ.WJW2(2.LL)) LL=LL.1 JOFiSSO
 
IF (IJ.EQ.MJW2(3,LL)) LL=LL*1 JOF1590
 
IF (LL.GT.NFP) LL=1 JOF1600
 






220 IF (IJ.EQ.LPANI.OR.IJ.EQo.LPAN2) 1G=I JOF1640
 






IF (IJLE.LPANEL) GO TO 90 JOF1680
 
IF (KF.EO.O) GO TC 260 dOF1690
 
DO 25n KJ=INTL JOF1700
 
READ (07) (AW(KK).KK=.LWF) JOF1710
 














IF (KJ.EO.NF) RFL=O. JOF1790
 



















240 	 CONTINUE 





WRITE 	(04) (W(JJ),JJ=IJ1) 

JOF18O
250 	 TJ=IJ.1 

JOF19O0





















0 TO 270 	 JOF1S70
 
JOFIgo



















C TO SET UP THE JETO INFLUENCE CCEFFICIENT MATRICES JON 30
 
JON 40
DIMENSION AW(331), PW(331)9 CG(250) 













COMMON /SKODE/ KCODE 

COMMON /AERO/ AM1.AM2,8 l,2,CL(30)gCT(30)gCD(30),GAP(2,13C) JON 100
 





COMMON /PARAM/ ALPT,ALPC,ALPSCDFSDFgTHTPF JON 130
 
COMMON /ADD/ CP(130),CM(30).PREAK(8).SWP(8I),GAL(30),ISYM.VMU,VUJON 140
 
1,TEMP.FCR CAMLER.CAMLFT.CAMTEPgCATFTXJvYJ.ZJPJ,ALPCREFgTWISTR JON lsf
 































































































































IF (EXIT.LE.O.001) 60 TO ?0 

JON 570




















DO 30 KK=1,LAST 

JON 650
IF (KK.LE.LPAKEL) KC=KK?*JPANEL 
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IF (LI.GT.LAST) KJ=LI-JPANEL JON 800
 












IF (LI.GT.LAST) GO TO 90 JON 870
 
READ (07) (GAt(?,LK),LK=INTL) JON 880
 
REAC (01) (GAP(1,LK)9LK=I,NTL) JON 890
 
00 70 LK=.NTL JON 900
 






CALL FUSVOL (BIXQY0,7OWNvK,GPO,0,0) JON 940
 
00 FO KK=1.LAST JON 950
 
IF (KK.LE.LPANEL) K0=KK+2*JPAKEL JON 960
 










IF (EXIT.LE.O.Oa1) GO TO 100 JON1O2O
 
IF (NNJ.EQ.I) 6O TO 100 JON1030
 
IF (KJ.GT.LPAKEL.ANC.KJ.LF.JJ(1)) VK=i. JON1040
 
IF (KJ.CT.LPANEL.AND.KJ.LE.MJU(1)) TM=1. JON1050
 
CALL FSPEED (BI,Xe,YGZQ,CAMWKIWK2) JON1060
 
DO 110 KK=1LAST JON1070
 
IF (KK.LE.LPANEL) K0=KK*2*JPANEL JONIOPO
 














WRITE (03) (AW(JJ),JJ=IUJ) JON!160
 
WRITE (09) (BW(JJ),JJ=I,1) JONT1170
 










IF (KJ.EQ.MJI) GO TO 150 JON1230
 




.ORIGINAI PAGE IS 
OE POOR QUALITY 
IN=INN.1 JON1260
 
160 IF (KJ.EO.JJ(JKN)) IPFI=1 JON1270
 
IF (LI.EQ.LTOTAL) GO TO 170 JON1280
 


















IF (LI.EQO.LTOTAL) GO TO 1qo JON1380
 


















IF (JP.FO.MJJ(LKI)) LN1=LNX*1 JON14Po
 
IF (JPI.EQ.MJJ(LN)) LN=LN+1 JONI490
 
IF (KI.LE.LTOTAL) GO TO 60 JONISO
 










DO 230 Kd=1.NTL JONI560
 
READ (07) (AW(KK),KK=J01.LWFJ) JON1570
 
READ (01) (RW(KK),KK=JOILWFJ) JONI580
 
WRITE (03) (AW(J.J).JJ=1,9J1) JONI90
 












SUEROUTINE MATRIX (AWBWLTOTAL,LPANELVNU,TI,CCNMJIP -1,INN.LNLMAT 10
 
iNITEMPLPAN, ISYMoKCODEEXITLPAN2,KF) MAT 20
 
C TO COMPUTE THE JETON INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRICES MAT 30
 
DIMENSION AW(l), PW(1) MAT 40
 
DIPENSION W(4)9 V(4) MAT So
 
DIMENSION SV(300), SW(300) MAT 60
 




















CONPON /AERO/ AN1AM2,El-82CL(30O-oCT(30),CD-(30),GAV(2,130) MAT 130
 




COMMON /PARAY/ ALPTALPC.ALPSCDFSDFTHTDF MAT 160
 
























NJ=f(NS j+I)/?+I MAT 290
 
IF (ISYM.EQO.) KJP=NSJ/2 MAT 300
 
IF (ISYM.EO.O) NP=NSJ-1 MAT 310
 








































IF (J.EQ.(LPANI+I).OR.J.FO.(LPAN241)) IP=I MAT 520
 
IF (JCOT.EQ,1.ANDJ.GT.LPANEL) 60 TO 30 MAT 530
 
GO TO 40 MAT 540
 




IF J.GT.LPAN1.ANDJ.LE.LPAN2) ISN=2 MAT 570
 






IF (J.GE.LPAhI.AND.J.LT.LPANEL) CC TO 9n MAT 590 
GO TO 60 MAT 600 
50 NN=NW(2) MAT 610 
IF (J.GE.LPAN2.AND.J.LT.LPANEL) NN=NW(3) MAT 620 
60 CONTINUE MAT 630 
IF (J.GE.LPANEL.AND..J.LT.MJJ(IND)) NN=NCJ(IND) MAT 640 
CHCRD=CH(IZ) MAT 650 
IF (J.EO.L1) 60 TO 70 MAT 660 
GO TO 80 MAT 670 
70 ISN=ISN+ MAT 680 
Ll=WJJ(IND)*1 MAT 690 
80 NL=PJJ(IND)-1 MAT 700 
IF (NL.EO.LAST1) CC TO 90 MAT 710 
IF (J.EG.NL) INC=TND.I MAT 720 
90 CONTINUE MAT 730 
X1=XN(J.)-XCP(IJ) MAT 740 
X2=XN(J2)-XCP(IJ) MAT 750 
XLP=XN(J,2)-XCJ.1) MAT 760 
Y12=YN(J.2)-YN(J.l) MAT 770 
Z12=ZN(J.2)-ZN(Jvl) MAT 780 
Z1=ZN(Jg1)-ZCP(IJI MAT 790 
72=ZN(J2)-ZCP(IJ) MAT 800 
XZJ=Xl*Z12-Z1*X12 MAT 810 
DO 240 II=192 MAT 820 
IF (II.EQ.1) GC TO 100 MAT 830 
N= MAT 840 
GO TO 110 MAT 850 
100 N=2 MAT 860 
110 CONTINUE MAT 870 
yC=(-I.)**N*YCP(IJ) MAT P80 
YI=YN(Jt1)-YC MAT 890 
Y2=YN(J92)-YC MAT 900 
XYK=Xl*Y12-Y14X12 MAT glo 
YZI=Y*7Z12-Z1*YI2 MAT 920 
ALP1=XYK.XYK+XZJ*XZJBIYZI*YZI MAT 930 
Rle=SORT(XI*X1,81*YI*YI+21*ZI*Z1) MAT 940 
R281=SORT(X2*X2+PI*Y2*Y2,81*72*Z2) MAT 950 
UUB1=(X2*X12+Bl*Y2*Y12+.1*Z24Z12)/R2Bl-(X1*X12.8*Yl*Y12 E1*Z1*Z12MAT 960 
1)/RiB MAT 970 
G1P1=(1.-XI/PlP1)/(Y1*Y147Z*Z1) MAT 980 
G221=(1.-X2/R2P1)/(Y2*Y2+Z2*Z2) MAT 99o 
IF (I.GT.LPAKEL) 6- TO 130 MATIOOO 
FI=UUP1*XYK/ALBI MATIO10 
F2=-Y2OG2EI+YIG1P1 MATi020 
IF (J.GT.LPANEL) GO TO 120 MAT1030 
H2=F2 MAT1040 
IF (IP.EO.1.AND.KF.NE.0) H2=-Y*C2 12 MATIOSO 
GO TO 220 MAT1060 




H2=F2 - MATl1O 
IF (IP.EO.2.AND.KF.NE.O) 2=-2.*Y2*G2P1 MAT1120 
GO TO 220 MATII30 
130 CONTINUE MAT1140
 
IF (J.LE.LPANEL) 60 TO 150 MATIISO
 










































IF (IP.EQ.I.AND.KF.KE.O) H13=72*62P1 MAT1370
 
IF (IP.FQ.!.AND.KF.jE.0) H12=-Y2C2P1 MAT13PO
 










GO TO 	270 MAT1440
 


































IF (FXIT.LE.O.001) GO TO 190 MAT1620
 
IF (NNJ.EQ.1) GO TO 190 MAT1630
 
IF (IJ.GT.LPANFL.AND.IJ.LE..JJ(I)) VMU=I. MAT1640
 


















GO TO 210 	 MATt740
 
200 	 F1=-FI*VMUVMUoTEPP MAT1750
 
210 	 CONTINLF MAT1760
 




IF (J.LE.LPANFL) CC TO 230 MAT179O
 
IF (II.EQ.2) GO TC 230 MATIPOO
 




230 	 CONTINUF MAT1830
 
240 	 CONTINUF MATI40
 











IF (J.GT.LPANFL) JKT=JKT,1 MAT1gO0
 
IF (JKT.FO.(NP+I)) J IT=l MAT1910
 
250 	 CONTINUE I MAT1920
 
IF (J.LE.LPANEL) JA=J2*JPAKEL MAT1930
 


























Daj PQOP QUAL1TY 
IF (KCODE.EQ.0) GO TO 380 MAT2060
 
IF (IUSR.EQ.1.AND.ZJET.GT.O.O1) G'O TO 360 MAT207o
 
IF (OFJ.4E.0.001) GO TO 360 MAT2080
 
IF (NNJ.EQO..ANDT,LE.LPANEL) GO TO 360 MAT2090
 
IF (NNJ.EQ.1.AND.I.GT.LPANEL) GO TO 270 MAT2110
 
IF (I.LE.FJJ(NI).CP.I.GT.LAST) GO TO 360 MAT2110
 
270 	 CONTINUE MAT212o
 
IF (I.GT.LAST) GO TO 360 MAT2130
 
IF (IPHI.EQ.NJH) GO TO 360 NAT2140
 
IF CISYM.NE.O.AND.IPHI.EQ.1) GO TO 360 MAT2150
 
IF (IPHIoLT.NJH} IL=IPHI-ISY MAT2160
 




IF (NNJ.EO.I) WJNI=LPAKEL MAT2190
 














CALL SKIP (IOJPAKEL) NAT227o
 
DO 310 JJ=It'F MAT2280
 
READ (02) (SV(K),K=I*JPANEL) MAT229o
 




GO TO 290 MAT23Po
 
280 	 DXTJ=DLX*PSI(JJ)*O.5/T MAT2330
 








300 	 AW(KK)=AW(KK)+PROD*SV(K1) MAT2380
 




CALL SKIP (IOJPAKEL' MAT2410
 
DO 350 JJ=tNF MAT2420
 
READ (02) (SV(KhK=JPAFL) MAT2430
 




















IF (EXIT.LE.O.001) GO TO 370 MAT2540
 
IF (NNJ.EC.I) GO TO 370 

IF (IJ.GT.LPAhEL.AND.IJ.LF.JJ(1)) V'U=I. 

IF (IJ.GT.LPANEL.AND.IJ,LF.PJJ(1)) TFMP=]. 

370 	 CONTINUE 

38n 	 IF (I.LE.LAST) GO TO 730 

IF (IPHI.FO.NJH) GO TO 590 

IF (ISYf.NE.O.AND.IPHI.EO.l) GO TO 990 

IF (NNJ.EGOI) GO TO 490 

IF (IJ.GT.RJJ(N1)) GO TO 450 

IF (IPPI.GT.NJHoAhD.ZJET.LE.O.01) GO TO 450 

IF (IPHI.GT.NJF) L1=NJP 

IF (ISYM.EQ.0.AND.IPHI.GT.NJ) L]=NJth. 





IF (NW(2).NE.0.ANOD.W(3). O) N2=? 

IF (NW(3),NE.O) N7=3 

IF (NNJ.LE.3.AND.NW(2).KF.0) IPNK2 

IF (NNJ.LE.3.AKD.NW(2).EO.) IP=N1 

IF (NNJ.GE.4.AND.Nh(3).NF.0} IP=N3 

IF (NNJ.EQ.4.ANf.NW(3),EQ.) 1R=N2 








































CALL INTEG (RFSKNWqK1.K2,IJP],I) 













































































































































TF (KCODE.EQOO) CC TO 590 MAT313o
 
IF (NW(?).EO.O) NSTRIP=NCS MAT314o
 
IF (NW(2).NE.O.ANP.NW(3).EO.O) tCTPIP=NCC*? MAT3150
 
IF (NW(3).NE.O) NSTPTP=NCI*3 MAT3160
 
IF (IPHI.LT.NJI-) IP=JP+ MAT3170
 
IF (IPI,.GT.NJH) IP=ISYM+l MAT3180
 
IF CNNJ.FQ.1) GO TO =0 0 MAT319A
 
IF (TJ.CT.MJJ(Cl)) GO TO =00 MAT3200
 
IF (NNJ.EQ.?) GO TO 510 MAT3?10
 
IF (IJ,GT.mJJ(U 2})GO TO 910 MAT3220
 
IF (NNJ.EO.3) GO TO 490 MAT3230
 
IF (IJ.GT.MJ(K3)) 60 TO 4PO MAT3240
 
IF (JNJ.EQ.4) GO TC 470 HAT3250
 





T7=N TRIP MAT328 0
 






























































































530 	 SUV2=SUM2+AW(IE) MAT36O
 
CALL INTFG (RESKtWK.IT7,IJtFL1) MAT36EO
 
IF (ARS(B1-P2).LE.O.001) 0O TO q40 MAT3690
 
CALL IhTFG (RFF,KKK9KlI7.lJFP?,Ll) MAT3700
 
GO TO SFO MAT371O
 
540 	 REF=RES MAT3720
 




















































































IF (I.EOG.COK.AND.I.LT.LTOTAL) PCCN=WCON+NCJ(LKl) MAT4120
 
IF (KCODE.EQ.O) CC TO 700 MAT4130
 
IF (IUSB.EO.1.AND.ZJET.GT.O.O1) 6C TO 700 MAT4140
 
IF (NNJ.EO.l) GO TO 700 MAT4190
 
IF (IJ.GT.MJJ(Kl)) GO TO 700 MAT416A
 








IF (ISYM.EO.O) LI=NJH*1 MAT4190
 
IF (NW(2).EQ.O) CO TO 63n MAT4200
 
IF (NW(3).EQ.O) CC TO 620 MAT4210
 
IF (IJ.CT.,MJJ(N2)) GO TO 660 MAT4220
 
IF (IJ.GT.MJU(N3)) GO TO 60 MAT4230
 
IF (NNJ.EO.4) GO TO 640 MAT4240
 
IF (NNJ.EQ.5.ANC.!J.GT.WJJ(NJ-4)) GC TO 640 MAT4250
 
GO TO 700 MAT4260
 
620 	 IF (IJ.GT.PJJ(K2)) CC TO 650 MAT4270
 
IF (NNJ.EQ.3) Gr TC 640 MAT42AO
 
IF (NNJ.FO.4.ANC.IJ.GT.PJJ(N3)) CO TO 64D MAT4290
 
GO TO 700 
 MAT4300
 
630 	 IF (NNJ.EQ.2) SO TC 640 MAT4310
 
IF (NNJ.FO.3.AND.IJ.GToFJJ(N2)) CC TO 640 MAT4320
 
6O TO 700 
 MAT4330
 




GO TO 	670 
 MAT4360
 















































PW (JA)=PW(JA)-A*VMU*VU*TFP*O°. 	 MAT4510
 
690 	 AW(uA)=AW(JA)-AA*VWU*VPU*TEIP*O.5 MAT4520
 
700 	 CONTINUF MAT4530 
IF (KCODE.EO.0) CC TO 730 MAT4540 
IF (ZJET.GT.O.01) CC TO 730 MAT4550 
IF (DFJ.LE.O.O001) GO TO 730 MAT4560 
IF (NNJ.EO.1) GO TO 710 MAT4570 
IF (IJ.LE.MJJ(Nl)) GO TO 730 MAT4580 
710 	 CONTTNUF 
 MAT4590
 
IF (IPHI.EQ.NwP) GO TO 730 MAT4600
 
IF (ISYM.NE.O.AND.IPHI.EO.1) GO TO 730 MAT4610
 





















SUPROUTINE SKIP (I,JPANEL) SKP 10
 
DIMENSION DU""Y(?O) SKP 20
 
IF (I.FO.0) GO TO 20 SKP 30
 
00 10 J=19I 
 SKP 40 
PEAt (02) (DLNPY(V)K=ItJPANEL) SKP 50 


















C G*4 PAVE AT LEAST CN+1)**2/4 ELr'MFNTS, SOL 50
ANA MUST PE CIPENSIONFO 7C 






DIMENSION AW(330). CA(330), GAMMA(25000) SOL 80
 
DIMENSION GAPVP(330), CAIW(!30) SOL 90
 
COMMON /SKODE/ KCODE SOL 100
 












COMMON /PARAM/ ALPT.ALPCALPS.CPF*SDF,TH,TDF SOL 170
 
COMMON /AERO/ AM!.AM2.PIP?,CL(30),CT(30),CD(30),CAM(2,130) SOL 180
 
















'COMqON /FUS/ XF(20),XCF(?O),PF(20),SNP(5,20)tXLEFXTEFhARQ(20),NCSOL 270
 
IUMFNTCSF(5,r-O),XAS(6),NKF(5).
4 FOFIOgKFNTL 'SOL 280
 
REWIND 03 SOL 290
 












































CALL FALONE (BCS,AW,CAGAVNA) SOL 520
 
10 CONTINUE SOL 530
 




















IF (IUSFoEQ,..AND.ITN.EQo) C- TO 30 SOL 640
 
CALL INOVEL (XPYP.ZB,XUYJ,ZJ.RJ.PPPHRVPHXIEMPVUPFIY,ISy) SOL 650
 
30 	 CONTINUE SOL 660
 
IF (KF.EO.0) GO TO 40 SOL 670
 
CALL FUSVOL (PXR.YBZE,WNWKe60,1 9O) SOL 680
 




00 F0 I=1,LWF SOL 710
 




00 110 IJ=2,LWF SOL 740
 










IF (IUSP.EO.I.AND.ITN.EG.O) G0 TO 60 SOL POO
 
CALL INDVEL (X2,YR,ZB.XJYJZJ.PJB8PHRV,PHXTEMPVUPHYISYM) SOL 810
 
60 CONTINUE SOL 820
 
IF (IJ.LE.LPAKEL) ALPT=XTT(IC) SOL 830
 
IF (IJ.GT.LPANEL) GO TO 70 SOL 840
 
GO TO 20 SOL 850
 












IF (KI.EQ.NF) PFL=O. SOL 920
 






ALPT= S*RF(KI)*PF(KI)-(RF-PFO)*F10,(4.*PI) SOL 960
 
GO TO 90 SOL 970
 
e0 IF (KF.EQ.0) GO TC go SOL 9P0
 












IF (IJ.GF.LPAN .AKDI.J.LT.LPAN2) NG=KW(2) SOLIOSO
 
IF (IJ.GE.LPANP.ANC.IJ.LT.LPANFL) N(=NW(3) SOL1060
 

























IF (IC.GT.2) GC TO 130 SOL11PO
 
)RIGINAL PAGE j4 







































































DO 210 1J=2,LF SOL14PO
 




IF (IJ.LE.LPMFL) ALPT=XTT(IG) SOLISlO
 
IF (IJ.GT.LPANEL) GO TO 170 SOLI520
 














IF (KI.FQ.NF) PFL=O. SOL1600
 








0- TO 1QO SOL1650
 






































CALL V'SEI (NJ,TKtWGAPJA.CA) SOL1740 
NJ=NJ-1 SOL1750 
IF (IJ.GE.LPANI.AN .IJ.LT.LFAN?) NG=NW(2) SOL1760 
IF (IJ.0E.LPAN?.Ah,.IJ.L1.LPANFt) NG=NW(3) SOL177O 
IF (IJ.LT.MG) CC TO 200 SOLI7PO 
I0=ITG+ SOL1790 
mG=pG.KG SOLIPO 
IF (TJ.FC.LPANI.OP.IJ.EO.LPAN2) IG=I SOLiPIO 
COITINUE SOL1820 





GO TO 250 SOL 1P60
 




























WPITF (07) (CC(I),I,1=NCC) SOL2010
 























































DIWENSION NW(1), KCJi), HJWI(3,1). MJJ(I), YCP(1), GANNA(1), AW(ISLJ 40
 














IF (NW(2).EQO) NA=l 'SLJ 110
 









IF (LZ.EQ.O) RFAD (03) (AW(V),K=ILWFJ) SLJ 160
 
IF (L7.NE.0) RFAr (oq) (AW(K),K=I,LWFJ) SLJ 170
 


























IF (LI,,ST.LAST) KJ=LI-JAN'EL SLJ 280
 
IF (L7.E.n) RFAr (03) (AW(K),K=ILWFJ) SLJ 290
 




IF (KI.C-T.LTOTAL) G TO 40 SLJ 320
 
CALL STREAW (ALPHA.VNUCLIIFPILPANEL.TEMPLPAKI,LPAN2,1SY0WKCODESLJ 330
 
1,FXITA ,GAWWP.PET.RL.L7,KFNTI. FO) SLJ 340
 
IF (L7.KE.0) GO T 40 SLJ 3F0
 
IF (KCODE.EQ.0) CC TO 40 SLJ 360
 




ADDITIONAL EXTERNAL FLCW DEFLFCTION Ic ALLOWED IF THE JET ANGLE IS SLJ 390
 
GRFATER THAN THF FLAP ANGLE PFCAUSE OF THE EFFECT OF FINITE TRAI- SLJ 400
 
LIIG-EDGF ANGLFS. FCR THIN AIRFCILS, THIS CAN PB ELININATED BY SLJ 410
 




IF (LI.CE.MJWI(NAKJP).AKD.LI.LF.PJW2(NANJP)) GO TO 30 SLJ 440
 
GO TO 40 
 SLJ 450
 
IF (L7.E.IH) GO TO 40 SLJ 460
 




























IF (APA.LT.O.) APA=O. SLJ 510
 








CALL VMSEQN (NT,KIAWGAMNACA) SLJ 560
 










IF (KJ.EO.NJI) (-P TO E SLJ 620
 







IF (KJ.FG.&JJ(JNN)) IPFI-1= SLJ 660
 
IF (LI.FQ.LTCTAL) GO TO Pn SLJ 670
 



















IF (LI.FQ.LTCTAL) GO TO 100 SLJ 770
 



























PIPENICK AW{I). CAM)- GAMMA(), GAMVR(1). GAVH(1), YCP(1) LAT 30
 
COVMON /AERO/ AP.A2,PIRPCL(30),CT(30)CD(30)GAJ(2.130) LAT 40
 




COPMON /CCNST/ KCSNCWP1(8).NSJKCJ(5).LAST .Mw1(35),piJ (3,5),JLAT 7n
 
1PAthfL.MJJ(5).NW(3) ,NJtJP LAT 8o
 
COMMON /AOD/ CP(130),CM(30),BREAK(P)SWP(815)CAL(30)ISyNytVMU.VuJLAT 90
 






































WPITE (02) (CA(I),I=1,LPANEL) LAT 210
 
















Do Ion J=1.3 LAT 300
 
IF (KFNE.0) GO TO 20 LAT 310
 
IF (RET.GT.O..ANC.CG.FO.n) GC TO 30 LAT 320
 








WRITF (01) (GAPA(I),I=1,LWF) LAT 370
 
GO TO 50 LAT 3PO
 
















2TDF,GAMW9GA PAWCA.JPAKEL.MJW2,P.BET.RL*1 ,FI0,TLKF) LAT 470
 




GAVA(IP)=6A PA(TP).GAVW(T) LAT 500
 
WRITE (08) (CAJ1A(I)I=I.LWFJ) LAT 910
 
CALL TI-PUST (LTOTALLPANELGAfAGA?/,CA,LPANIVU.XJYJJ7JRJ,TEMLAT 520
 
1P,GALISYWLPAKN CAPTSNG,YGLWF,LWFJ,AW,CACM ,eETRL O) LAT 530
 
WRITE (07) (C0(I),T=1INCS) LAT 540
 












ORIGINAL PAGE lB 

















IF eJ.EG.2) C0 TO 90 LAT 630
 
























SUeROUTINE STREAM (ALPHA.VMU,IIPIILPANELTEPPLPALLPA2,ISYpKSTR 10
 
bCODE EXITMJ,GAw.,FETRLLZKFNTLFlO) STR 20
 
TO COMPUTE THE RIGHT hAND SIDE CF THE SIMULTANECUS EQUATIONS STR 30
 
PIPENSION PHIN(300). GAMW(1) STR 40
 
DIMENSION FJS(30). FJA(30), CQP(2,20) STR 50
 












COMMON /AFRO/ AP.,At ,P1,?.Cc(30),CT(30),CD(0),GACA(2,130) STR 120
 




COMMON /PARAV/ ALPTALPC,ALPSCDFSDF.THTDF STR 1mn
 

































IF (I.GT.LPANEL) GO TO 10 STR 300
 
GO TO 310 STR 310
 
IF (I.GT.LAST) 60 TC 110 STR 320
 
IF (EXIT.LE.O.001) 60 TO PO STR 330
 
IF (NNJ.EO.) GO TO 20 STR 340
 























IF (KCODE.EQ.o) ALPIA=o. STR 390
 
IF (TH.LE.O.001) GO TO 40 STR 400
 
IF (IPHI.EQ.KJ) GO TO 40 STR 410
 
IF (ISYN.NE.O.AND.IPHI.EO.1) GO TO 40 STR 4?0
 
IF (NNJ.EO.I.ANr.I.CT.LPANEL) ALPIA=ALPHA.CDF*(1.-VMU) STR 430
 
IF (NNJ.NE.I.AND.I.GT.JJ(l)) ALPI-A=ALPHA+COF*(1.-VU) STR 440
 










IF (APS(I-B2).LF.0.f0l) CO TO 50 STR 490
 
IF (L7.NE.O) GC TO 50 sTR 500
 





TF (RCODE.EO.o) GO TO 310 STR 530
 
IF (EXIT.LE.O.001) GO TO 60 5TR 540
 
IF (NNJ.EO.1) 60 TO 60 STR 550
 
IF (I.LE.NJJ(I).ANO.I.FO.Nj) ALPIA=ALPHA/2. STR 560
 
TF (IPHI.EQ.NJf) c- TO 310 STR 570
 
IF (LZ.E.0) GO TO 310 STR 580
 
IF (ISYt.NE.0.AKr.IPHI.FO.1) GO TC 310 STR 590
 
IF (IUSP.EQ.1.AKnD.ZET.GT.0.01) GO TO 310 STR 600
 
IF (CDF.LT.O.o00) GO TO 310 STR 610
 
IF (NNJ.EQI) GC TO 70 STR 620
 
IF (I.LF.MJJ(Ki)) CO To 310 STR 630
 
IF (IPHI.LT.NJH) IL=IP -I.ISYP STR 640
 
IF (IPHI.GT.NJH) TL=IPHI-NJ+ISY STR 650
 
IF (NNJ.EG.]) MNI=LPANFL STR 660
 



















IF (NNJ.EQ. ) P=L FNEL.It +, 

IF (NNJ.NE.1) IP=JwJ(N1).IQ*1 STh 750
STR 70
 
DO InO JJ=IdF 























10n 	 CONTINUE STR 860
 
CO TO 310 STR P70
 












IF (KCODE.EQO.0) Go TO 290 5TP 940
 
IF (FXIT.LE.O.01) GC TO 120 STP 950
 
IF (NNJ.E9.1} PC TO 120 STA 960
 
IF (IJ.CT.LPANEL.ANr.TJ.LE.VJJ(f)) 60 TO 310 STR 970
 




IF (KF.FO.0) Go TC 170 STRGOO1
 




IF (LZ.EO.O) A1I=F10*WK2 STRXO3A
 
DO 130 LK=I.NTL 	 STR1040
 
IF LZ.EC.O) FFF=CCP(2,LK) 	 STA1050
 




IF ,ILZ.EO.) CA-=AP(1.KK) 	 STRIO8O
 
IF (LZ.NE.0) CA=(-CAW(KK) 	 STR1O9o
 
130 	 ALI=ALI+F:FT*A STR I10
 
IF 'APS(R1-RS).LF..no ) GC TO 150 STR1110
 
IF (LZ.E.O) GO TC 150 STR1120
 




IF (LZ.EQ.O) AL2=F1O*WK2 STRI150
 
00 140 LK=1,NTL STRIlG
 
IF (L7.FO.O) FEF=CGF(2,LK) STRI170
 




IF (LZ.EQ.O) GA=GAP(2.KK) STRI200
 
140 	 AL2=AL2+FEF*A STR1210
 








IF (IUSP.FQ.I.AND.ZJFT.OT.0.01) CC TO 290 STR1260 
IF rNNJ.EC.1) C TO 290 STR1270 
IF fLJ.GT.MJJ(CI)) 60 TO ?9n STRIRO 
IF CIPHI.LE.NJF) 00 TO 290 STR1290 
L1=UJH STR1300 
IF (ISYM.EG.O) L1=KJH+ STRaI1 
IF (NW(?).EQ.O) CC T 190 STR1320 
IF (NW(3).EQ.O) GO TO IPO STRI'330 





IF (IJ.GT.MJJ(K3)) GO TO 220 
 STR1350
 
IF (NNJ.EQ.4) GO TO 200 
 STR1360
 
IF (NNJ.FO.5.AND.IJ.GT.JJ(NNJ-4)) GO 
TO 200 	 STR1370
 
GO TO 	290 
 STR1300
 
180 	 IF (IJ.GT.MJJ(N2)) GO TO 220 
 STRI390
 
IF (NN.jEQ.3) GO TO 200 
 STR1400
 
IF (NNJ.EO.4.AKD.IJ.GT.MJJ(N3)) GO TO 200 
 STRI410
 
GO TO 	290 
 STR1420
 
190 IF (NNJ.EQo.2) GO TO 200 
 STR1430
 
IF (NNJ.EQ.3.AND.IJ.GT.NjJ(N2)) GO TO 200 
 STR1440
 
GO TO 2q0 STR14S0









IF (IJ.NE.MJ) GO TO 250 
 5TR1490
 
IF (EXIT.LE.O.OlAtN.NW(2).,E.O) GO TO 
210 	 STRISGO
 



























IF (IJ.NE.J) GO TO 250 
 STR1600
 
IF (APS(FXIT-1.).LE.O.001.AND.wc(2).NF.O) GO TC 230 
 STRI610
 















GO TO 	250 
 STRI670
 


















DO 2RO JL=IJZ 
 STR1740
 




















2(0 	 COhTTNUE 
 STR!820
 




















IF (ARS(R1-B2).LE.0.O01) GO TO 270 STP160
 
IF (LZ.EO.O) GA=GAW(2,KL) STRIP70
 



































IF (KCODE.EO.O) CC TO 310 STP2020
 
IF (CDF.LTO.0001) GO TO 310 STR2030
 
IF (NNJ.EQo.l) GO TO 300 STP2040
 



















DIENSION AW(1), CArM). GAPA (1). PPEAKC1) GAM 30
 
DIPENSION SWP(P,15) GAM 40
 
DIPENSION C(10). ClORDT(1) GAP 50
 
DIPFNSION A(I), F(15), TPETA(15) GAP 60
 
COPPON /AEPO/ API.AM2B,P2,CL(30),CT(30),CD(30),GAP(2130) GAM 70
 















DO 80 !=1,NCS GAP 19O
 
NA=1 
 GAP 160 

































DO 30 	K=r,Nwh GA-330
 
30 	 A(J)=A(J),F(K)*COS((FJ-,,.)*TETA(K)) GAP 340
 
IF (J.EQ.1) A(J)-=A(J)/FN GAP 350
 
IF (J.NE.1) A(J)=A(u)*2./FK GAM 360
 
40 	 CONTINUE GAM 370
 




SUP=A(1) TPFTA(K) GAM 400
 








IF (NA.EO.2) I7I=.NCS GA 450
 








60 CONTINUE GAP 500
 
IF (NA.EQ.3) ED TO 70 GAP 510
 






IF (NA.FO.2) NK=LPAhI+(I-I)*NW(2) GA 590
 








GO TO ro GAP 600
 
70 CONTINUE GAP 610
 






























90 	 PSI(J)=SRT(I.-(Y/HAP)*M2) GAM 750
 















MK=KW () 6AM 830
 
GO TO 120 GAM 840
 
100 	 IF (J°GT.(NW(1)+K* (2))) 6C TO 110 GAM 850 
NK=NK2 GAM P60 
MK=NW(?) GAM 870 
LK=IW(1) 6AM RPP 
IP1=I+NC GAP 890 
JJ=J-NW(1) GAP O0 
GO TO IO GAP Sin 






YR =I2*NC GAM 950
 
JJ=J-NW(1)-NW(2) 	 GAP 960
 



















































ORIGINAL PAGE IS 

































































































IF (J.EO.(NW(I)NW(2))) NK?=LL 

IF (T.EQ.NC) GO TO 220 
 GAN1470
 




















IF (I.EO.NC) 60 TC 240 	 GAPISSo
 
GAM1560





IF (KZ.FO.O) WRITE (07) (CL(JJ),J=INCW) GAWIRO
 

















DTIENSION GAPMA(i), AW(1). CA(d), DF(), SNG(1)9 YG(1) LRL 30
 






































































MY= W(1) LRL 31n
 






DO qO IJ-2,LWF LRL 350
 
REAr (04) (AW(K),K=IL1) LRL 360
 










GO TO 70 LRL 420
 
IF (YCP(IJ).GT.yC(KW)) GO TO 40 
 LRL 430
 
GO TO 50 LRL 440
 






































IF (IJ.GE.LPANI.AKD.IJ.LT.LPAN?) IN=NW(2) LRL 580
 
IF (IJ.GE.LPAN2.AND.IJ.LT.LPANFL) NK=Nw(3) LRL Ego
 






IF (IJ.F0.LPAI.OP.IJoFQ.LPAN2) 17= LRL 630
 










SUPPOUTINE IKDVEL (XDY,70.XJYJ,7J.RJP2.PHRV.PHXT,LPIpY.ISYM) ItD 1
 
TO COMPLITE TIE INCUCED VELOCITIES DUE TO JFT ENTRAINMENT IND 20
 
DINENSION VZ(2). VX(2). VY(2) IND 30
 






VY ()=O. IND 70
 
vy}(:) . IND Po
 






DO 60 K=ItNCCT IND 120
 
IF (K.FQ.I) FC=i. IND 130
 














SUMX=(A(1) R(I]OXB)*620-P(])*rln*Efl)*ALOG((XP-XC+Fl}/(XB.F2)) INC 210
 



























GO TO I IND 350
 








































































DIMENSION SU(100), GAPW(1) 














C0'lr'N /AERO/ AW1,AP2,PI,P2,CL(30),CT(30).CD(0),GAM(2,130) SPO 120
 




















































IF (J.GT.LPAK1.ANDo..LE.LPAN2) ISN=2 SPD 320
 
IF (J.GT.LPAN2.AND.JLE.LPANEL) ISN=3 SPD 330
 
IF (J.GE.LPAN1.AND.J.LT.LPANEL) GC TO 20 SPO 340
 






































DO 60 K=1.2 SP0 470
 






























F I=jIPI*YZI/AL1 SPD 630
 
IF (LZ.EO.O) GA=CAt(IC,J) SPD 640
 




















IF (ISYI EQ.O) NJI-=NSJ/2 SPD 750
 
IF (IPHI.EQ.NJP) EO TO 140 SP 760
 
IF (ISYVNE.0.ANr.IPHI.Eo.f) GO TC 140 SPD 770
 
IF (NNJ.EG.1) CC TO 140 SPD 780
 
IF (IT.GT.NJJ(N1)) 60 TO 140 SPD 790
 
IF (IPHI.GT.JH..KD.ZJFT.LE.O.0f PO TO 140 SPD 800
 
IF (IPHI.GT.KJH) LI=NJH SPD 810
 
IF (ISYN.EQO..AN.IPHI.GT. JH) LI=NJH+I SPO 820
 




IF (NW(2).NF.O.AND.NW(3),EC.O) N7=2 SPD 80
 
IF (NW(3).NE.0) K7=3 SPD 860
 
IF (NNJ.LE.3.AKC.NW(2).NF.O) IR=N2 SPD 870
 
IF (NNJ.LE.3.ANDNW(2).EO.O) IR=NX SPD 880
 
IF (NNJ.GE.4.AKD.NW(3).NF.O) IF=N3 SP0 890
 
IF (NNJ.EO.4.AND.NW(3).EO.0) IR=N SPD go0
 
00 130 MP=1N? SPD 910
 
KI=MJWI(MP,?JP)+(IPHI-LI-ISYN)*NW(MP)-I SPD 920 
K2=LC(MP)+IPHI-LI-ISY SPD 930 
KNW=NW(NP) SPD 940 
KI=KI-KNW SPD 950 
K2=K2-1 SP 960 
PP=3 SPD 970 















go 	 SUP=StM+SU(KL) SPD1060
 








AA=] .	 SPD110 
DO iOo L=I,KW 	 SPDl120
 
LL=K I+L 	 SPD 130
 






IF (LZ.EO.0) GA=Ct(ICKL) SPD1170
 














130 	 CONTINUE SP01250
 
140 	 COWTINLE SPD1260
 








IF (ARS(E1-P2).LF.0. ) GO TO 160 SPD1310
 
























SUEROUTINE NORSPD (IALPP.LPANEL,!PHILPAN1,LPAN2,KFNTLFO) NRD in
 





DIMENSION AW(30), BW(30) NRD 40
 














COMMON /AERO/ AN1,AN2,B1,P2,CL(30),CT(30)CD(3O),GAPc(2,130) NRD 110
 






































IF (J.EQ.(LPANI+1).CR.J.E0.(LPAN2*1)) !P=l NRD 260
 
IF (J.GT.LPAN.AKD.J.LE.LPANP) ISN=? NRD 270
 
IF (J.GT.LPAN2.AD.J.LE.LPANEL) ISN=3 NRD ?80
 
IF (.GE.LPAN.AND.J.LT.LPANEL) CO TO 10 NRD 290
 
GO TO 20 
 NRD 300
 
10 NL=NW(2) NRD 310
 
















Z1 Z N (J ,)-ZCP(I) NRD 390
 
Z2=ZN(J2)-ZCP(I) NRC 400
XZJ=X1#Z12- Z l*X12 NRD 410
 
DO 70 K=192 
 NRD 420
 






























































F23=UUF 20XZJ/ALP2 NRD 710
 
F22=UUP24 XYK/ALP? NRD 720
 




IF (I0.EO.I.AKD.KF.NE.0) CC TO q0 NRD 750
 

























AI=AL.(FI+F2)*CH (T7)SN(JJISK)*CPN(IJ)/FI NRD P60
 
70 A?=p?.(F3.F4)*CH(T?)*SKJ~J,ISN)*CPPC2,J)/F% NRC P70
 
TO 80 NRD 580

































IF (KF.EQoO) GO TO 110 NRD 940
 




DO 90 K=INTL NRD 97o
 






















SUPROUTINE FALONE (FCSAW.CA(fAPPA) FLN 10
 
DfIlENSION AW(I). CA(l), CA?MAC) FLN 20
 




















IF (I.EQ.NF) PFL=O. FLN 130
 
IF dI.NE.NF) PFL=Xc/srPT(XS*XS*P*PF(IJ)OPr(TJ)) FLN 140
 










IF (T.NF.I) G0 TO 20 FLN 200
 
DC 10 K=1,NF FLN 210
 




6O TO 30 FLN 240
 
















SURPOUTINE TWPIJCT (LTOTAL,LPAKFL,.AMMA.GAMW.CAPLPANI,VMUXJyJ,7JTHP 10
 
ORIGINAL PAGE lb 











TO EVALUATE TI-E LEACING LOGE THRUST THR 30
 
DINENSION GAMtA(I), GAL(I), GARW(I), SNG(I), YGcl) THR 40
 
DIMENSION AW(]), BW(I), CN(1) THR 50
 











3,2),SC(16n,5),SI ]60,5)*LC(3) THR 110
 
COMMON /AEPO/ AV ,AM2,EI,P,CL(30),CT(30),CD(30),GAP(2,130) THR 120
 




COMMON /PARAM/ ALPT.ALPCALPS.CDFSDFTH,TOF THR ISO
 




































(0 TO 30 THR 340
 
ITI=TI tCS THP 350
 
CHL=CH(I)+CH (IT)*.CH(TII) THR 360
 


















































CALL UkWF (C1.OX.YQO70,tW.PWIPH..0.*WK.o) THP SAO
 
















GO TO 50 
 THR 640





60 COKTINUE THR 670
 






IF (KZ.FQ.8) GC-t=CAtW(NK) THR 700
 








IF (NN.EO.(LPANI.]).OP.KN.EQ.(LPAN?.1)) IS=l 
 THR 740
 
JF ('N.GE.LPANI.ANf.NK.LToLPANFL) CO TO 
70 THR 750
 






IF (NN.GE.LPAN?.AND.NN.LT.LPANFL) NL=NW(3) THR 7PO
 
IF (NN.GT.LPANI.AND.NN.LE.LPAN?) 'ISN=2 
 THR 7qo

































DO 140 K=1,2 
 THR 91o
 
IF (KZ.EO..AKD.K.EC.2) FCP=-]. 
 THR 920
 































































GO TO 130 THRI110
 
















































IF rKZ.EO.O) WP=l THR1360
 








IF CYLF(I).GT.Yr(KW)) GO TO XPO THR1410
 























IF (IUSB.FQ.1.AND.ITN.E.) CC TO ,lT
 
CALL INDVEL (XPgy,,7yXJYZJ.PJ9PIPHRVFHXTVMUPFYISYN) 



























230 	 COKTINUE 



























O0 320 NN=I.LAST 

IF (NN.GT.LPANEL) NA=1N-LANEL+JPANEL 





IF (NNGT.LPA11AND.N.LE.LPAN?) ISK=2 

IF (NN.GT.LPAN2.AKD.NN.LF.LPAhEL) ISN=3 

IF (NN.GE.LPAKN.AND.NN.LT.LPAhFL) GC TO 240 





IF (NN.GE.LPAN?.AND.NN.LT.LPAhFt) II=NW(3) 

250 	 CONTINUF 





















































































































IF CNN.EO.NL) IND=INO*1 
 THPPO1O
 
























 THP2-1 10 
DO 200 K=1,2 THR212O'
 
IF cK7.EGO..M4.K.FO.2) FCr=-. 
 THP213O
 
IF ('(SC.L) P-C 10l ?po THP2140 
N1=1 
 THR219O 







YC=YLE (I)* (-1.)**N I 
 THP219O
 
Yl~Yh tNN., 1)-Yr 
 THP22 00
 























C-N?: (1.-X2/PXYZ?)/ (Y2*Y?,7?t$7?) 
 THR2300
 
rl j *Y~Y k/ALPp IN 
 THP23 10
 
F 2= Gl*Y1-ON2Mv THP232 0 
e01 A=Ak cFI F2) *SN Id.1SN)*Cf'Pb*C.APArKA,(P.*vN*rtCTCP)*FCC THR2330 
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C TO EVALUATE IkE AEPCCYNAPIC CHARACTERISTICS LOD 30
 
DIPFNSION GAPP(330), CAMPP(330), CAMP(330), GAWX(150)9 CPWW(130), SLOD 40
 





DIMENSION SDWASP(100), 'AW(S), W(40) LOD 70
 










COMPON /AERO/ AWIAM2.81,F?,CLc30),CT(30),CD(30)GAN(2.130) LOD 120
 









COHON /PARAK/ ALPT,ALPCALPSCDF.SDF,THTDF LOD 170
 





































IF (ISYNEO.O) NJI=NSJ/2 LOD 320

IF (ISYN.EQ.C) NP=NSJ-1 
 LOD 330
 









WRITE (6,f460) LOD 370
 
WRITE (6,450) ALP" 
 LOD 380
 






















PEWIND 02 LOD 470
 
REWIND 07 LOD 480
 





ITAPG=I 	 LOD 510
 




IF (I.FO.2) CC TO 30 LOD 54o
 
IF (I.EO.3) CC TO 60 LOD 550
 
IF (IUS8.EQ..AN .ITN.EO.0) GO TC ?]0 LOD 560
 
DO 10 J=1,LPAEL LOD 570
 
10 CPWW(J)=GAM(l.J)*ALPC LOD 580
 
no 20 J=INCS LOD 990
 
2n SFCT(J)=XTE(J) LCD 6QO
 
GO TO 170 LOD 610
 
30 DO 40 J=I.LPAKFL LOD 620
 
40 CPWW(J)=GAM(2.J)*ALPC LOD 630
 
00 50 J=I,NCqC LOD F4o
 
5O SECT(J)=x(5jJ) LOD 650
 
GO 70 90 LOD 660
 
60 DO 70 J=I.LPAKEL LOD 670
 
70 CPiA (J)=CP(J3 LOD 680
 
DO 0 J=I,NC' LOD 690
 
80 SECT(J)=CT(J) LOD 700
 





C EDGE SINGULAPITY PAPAMETERS FOP, (1) CPFI(L.F,)o CPF?(TIp) FOP LOD 730
 
C 	 SYrVFTRICAL I (2) CF3(L.F.). CPF4(T!P) F~q P tACTI)K,
NCCTKG, LOD 74n
 
C (1) CPF5(L.Fo). CPFf(TIP) FOP F NOTION, (4) PFY(L.F.), C"FS(TIP) LOD 7SO
 
C 	 FnP 0 MOTION 
 LOD 76n
pFr (ITAPE) (CPF(1,K),K=I,NCS) LOD 77o
 
RFAP (ITAPE) (?CF(2.K).K=I.CW) LOD 7PO
 
PFPW (fTAPF) (AVX(U),K=.LFANFL) LOD 79a
 
IF (I.NE.2) SO TC 110 LOD 800
 
DO )00 K=1,LPANFL LOD S1o
 
100 GAPXW(K)=GAMX() LOD P2O
 




00 120 KK=1.3 LOD 850
 
PEAT (ITAPE) ((PF(KI'P,K)*K=1,NCC) LOD 860
 










IF (I.EC,3) I1=?JUPNFL.] LOD 920
 




IF (T.EC.3) IPtPP=LWFJ LOD q9c
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PFAC (ITAPG) ((APP(K),K=1,IPAPP) 
 LOD 960
 
READ (ITAPG) (GAPP(K).Kfl,IPAPN) 
 LOD 970
 
READ (ITAPG) (GAVP(K)K=1,IPAPM) 
 LOD 980















IF (KF.EQO.) GO TO 140 
 LOD1040
 
CALL UNWF (81,XV(K),YV(K).ZCP(K),AWSW,,OWK2,2) 
 LODO5o
 








IF (I.EC.2) c- TO 150 
 L001090
 























IF (I.EQ.1) GO TO Ieo 
 LODlILn
 
IF (I.Eg.2) CC TO 190 
 LODi190
 
















































































GO TO 230 LOD1480
 
220 	 CDWL2=0. LODl49n
 








DO 310 I=I,NCS LODIF40
 








GO TO 	260 LODXS9o
 
















IF (NW(2).FQ.O) C-O 























GO TO 	290 LODI72o
 
270 LL=LPAN2*NW(3)o(I-I) J-Ku 2 LOD1T3o
 




























320 	 WRITE (6,500) YE,CL(I),CW(I),CT(1),CD(1),X(4.I).X(7I) X(6!) LODIPeo 
WRITE (6.510) CIT LODlS9O 
WRITE (6.520) CrT LOD1900 
WRITE (6,530) CDCL? LOD191o 
WRITE (6,540) CVT LODl92o 

















IF (OFJ.LE.O.00I) CC TO 370 LOD1940
 


















IF (ISY.EGO. IJ=NSJ/2-I LOD204O
 
IF (NW(3).NE.0) CO TO 330 LOD205n
 










































IF (NNJ.NE.I) WPITP (6.550) CLF LOD2270
 
IF (NNJ.EQI) WDITF (6.560) Ct LOD22Ao
 
IF (NNJ.NF.i) WPITF (6,570) Cr0 LOD229o
 
IF (NNJ.EQ.i) WPITE (6.5P0) CDP LOD2300
 
IF (NNJ.NF.) PITF (69590) Cw LOD2310
 




IF (TIUPPEQ.i.AC.ITN.EC.0) CC TO 3PO LOD234o
 
WRITF ((.610) CLW L002350
 
WP!TE (6.620) CCW LOD2360
 




WRITF (6,640) fLWW LOD?39o
 
WRITE (f.650) COWW LOD2400
 
WRITE (6,660) CNWWT L002410
 















REWIND 07 LOD2460 



























CALL FUSLFT (CPFPALFqW,CPEF,SS.CS0.*yI) LOD2620
 




WRITE (6.720) ALPF LOD2650
 



















IF (KF.FO.O) GO TO 410 LOD?73O
 
IF (I.FC.I) RFWI'f 08 LOD2740
 
IF (U.EQ.2)PEWIDK 07 L002750
 















IF (I.EO.I) REWIND 08 LOD2F30
 


























WRITE (6,750) CYP.CLPCNP 
 LOD2920
 

































WRITF (6o740) CYPP,CLRPCNPP 
 L0D3040
 
WRITE (6.750) CYPPCLPP,CNPP 
 LOD3OSo
 

































IF (I.EQ.2) 60 TO 430 
 LOD317
 
READ (01) (GAMP(K)K=1,LWF) 
 LOD31eO
 
REAP (01) (GAVP(K),K=lLWF) 
 LOD31qo

READ (01) (GAtP(K),K=1LWE) 
 LOD3200
 









IF {I.EG.1) hRTTE (697P0) 
 L003240
 
WRITE (6,720) ALrl' 
 LOD329O
 














4r0 FORMAT (1H0,26X,7HALPhA =Fl0.3,37In.4FGREFq) LOD331o
 
460 FOR'AT (1n,2Ox,0OXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYXXXXXXXXY) 
 LOD332o
 
470 FOrMAT (IHO,3X,6.VCPTEX,14X ,?8XV 17X.2HyV,1qX.2FCP,19X,3HCPW) LOD333o
 
4P0 FOPIAT (6X,I3,4(10X.FIO.9)) 
 LOD3340
 





C00 F4CPIAT (0(SXF1O.5)) 
 LOD33JO
 
510 FOPHAT (WPO,2HTPH LIFT COEFFICFT =,FIO.5) 
 LOD33Po
 
920 FOPIAT (1HO.3?-TCTAL INDUCEO rPAG COEFFICIFNT m.FI0.5) LOD339o
 
=30 FORPAT (IH0,2FPTE INDUCEr PPA PARAmETFP =FiO.5) LOD34OO
 
540 FORMAT (1HO,35HIOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT =,FIO.5) LOD3410
 
550 FORMAT (IHO,34HTHE COANDA LIFT COEFFICIFNT, CLP =,FXO.5) LOD3420
 




570 FORMAT (IHO,34HTHE COANDA DRAG COEFFICIFNT. CDR =,FIO.5) LOD3450
 




990 FORMAT (IHO,36HTHE COANDA MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CMR =tF1O.5) LOD3480
 
600 FORMAT (IH0,SEHT-E PITCHING MOMENT COFFFICIFNT CUE TO JET REACTIOKLOD3490
 
1, CMJ =,F1O.5) LOD3SO0
 




62O FORMAT ClHO,2X,57PTHE INDUCED nPAG COEFFICIFNT WITH JET ENTRAINWENLOD3530
 
IT ALONF =,FlO.5) L003540
 
Fi0 FORMAT (IHO.2X,6OHTHE PITCHING MOENT COEFFICIFKT WITH JET FNTRAINLOD3550
 
IMENT ALONE =,F1O.5) LOD3S60
 
640 FORMAT (IHO,40HTI-E LIFT COEFFICIFNT FOR THE WINE ALONE=FIO.5) L0D3570
 
















690 FORMAT (/SX.26H***JrT-ON CONFIGURATION***) LOD3660
 
700 FORMAT (/SX927H***JET-OFF CO FICURATIONa**) L0367o
 








730 FORMAT (/3X,16HAhN AT MACH NC.=,FF.3922HRASED ON PODY AXES***) LOD3720
 
74n FORMAT (/SX,SCYP =,F12.7.2X.qHCLP =,F12.7,?X,S-CNB =,F12.7) LOD3730
 
?50 FORMAT (/9X,9HCYP ,FI?.7,?X,5I-CLP =,FI?.7,2X,SChP =,F12.7) L003740
 
760 FORMAT (/SXSFCYP =,FI?.7.2X.51-CLP =,F12.7,2X,EICNR =,F12.7) LOD3760
 
770 FORMAT (//51H*o*STAeILITY CFRIVATIVES RASED ON STARILITY AXES***) LOD3760
 






SUPROUTINE UTFW (XY,7,SF,CF.LASTLPANFLPILPAN1,NWGAMNAVX.VTJUTW 10
 
IL,LPAN2,NCJMJJ,L ,JH,NP) tIT ?0
 
DIMENSION W(2), NW(1), GAMPA(]), U(2), NCJ(1)l VJJ(1) UTW 30
 












IF (JL.EC.LAST) IC0N=LA9T UTW 100
 


















































 UTW 290 
FN= N' UTW 300
 
IF (J.CT.LPANFL) GC TO 4n UTW 31n
 
IF (J.FC,(LPA:1.1).O.J.F.(LPAN2+1)) IP=] UTW 320
 
IF (JCOT.EO.1.AkP.J.GT.LPANEL) c0 TO 10 UTW 330
 
UTW 340
GO TO 20 






IF (J.GT.LPAK].ANDJ.LF.LPAN?) TSN=2 UTW 370
 
IF (J.CT.LPAN?.AKt.J.LF.LPANEL) ISN=3 L'T% 3PO
 
IF (J.rF.LPAN.AKP.J.LT.LPAhEL) CC TO 30 UTW 390
 











IF (J.CGE.LPANFL.AKE.J.LT.JJ(IN)) NK=NJ(TKD) UTW 440
 
IF (JL.EQ.O) cr TC 70 
 UTW 450
 
IF (J.EQ.LI) CC I' 50 UT 460
 










60 	 NL=MJJ(IND)-1 

UTW 510
TV (NL.FQ.LASTI) GC TO 7n 

UTW 520
IF (J.EO.NL) C=INCI] 

UTW 530





IF (J.LE.LPA\FI .AND.JL.F(.LAST) JJ=J+IA UTW 550
 



































































rO TO i00 UTW e20
 



































































OF POOPR QUJAIX 1
 











SUPROUTINE FORCF (IC.AMCLTCtTCOTSECTCLCMCDXLLXTTCPCPF,FRC 10
 
lAMPCAMP,GAMRCA.LER,CALET,CRFF,CYPCLR,CNPCLPCYP,CNPCYRCLRRFRC 20 
2CNhCT) FRC 30 
DIPFNSICN SECT(1), CL(1), CC1), CD(1) , XLL(1), XTT(1), CP(1), CPFFRC 40 
1(1091), GAPP(1), GAPB(l), CAVR(1)q CT(1) FRC 50 
CO'IN /GEOM/ IALFSWXCP(200)YCP(200),7CP(200),XLE(50)tYLE(SO)tXTFRC 60 
IF(r0),PS!(20),CH(95),XV(200),YV(100),SN(PR),Xt(2002),YN(200,2),ZFRC 70 
2N(200,2),WIDTh(P),YCON(25),SWEEP(5o),HALF,SJ(I1e),EX(5,2),TX(95FRC SO 
3,2),SC(160,5),S$(1e695),LC(3) FRC q0 
COPPON /COST/ LTCTAL,LPANI,NJ1( ),LPANELtENTK,LpN2,EXIT,'rTIALTWFRC 100 
ITST.DF(5),NFP FPC 110 
CONNON /CONST/ NCSNCWtM(P),KS.JCJ(),LAST,JW(3,5)NJq2(3,5},JFRC 120 
IPAEL.MJJ(5),NW(3),r'JNJP FRC 130 
COION /SOME/ NCNhINC,LT*.NAL.WFLWFJCHOPDT(3).SNG(E),YG(5).YCNFPC 140 





























































IF (NW(2).NE.0) IU=2 FRC 400
 











DO IPO'1=1,NCS FRC 460 
IF (NW(2).EO.O) GO TO 20 FrPC 470 
T1=T*NCS FRC 480 
IF (NW(3).NE.O) GC TO 10 FRC 490 
CHOR=CH(I)+CH(II) FRC 500 
GO TO 30 FRC 910 
10 III=II+NCS FRC 520 
CHOPO=Cw(I)CG(II})+CH(III) FRC 530 
GO TO 30 FPC 540 
20 -CHCRD=CH(I) FRC 950 
30 CONTINUE FRC 560 
CPL=0. FRC 570 
CL(1)=O. FRC 580 
CM(T)=0, FRC SqO 
CD(I)=O. FRC 600 
CYPS=0, FRC 610 
CLPS=O FRC 620 
CNPS=O, FRC 630 
CLPc=O. FPC 640 
CYPS=O, FRC 650 
CNPS=O. FRC 660 
CYVP=0. FRC 670 
CLRF=0. FRC e80 
CNPS=O FRC 690 
IF (YLE(I).GT.YG(KW)) GO TC 40 FRC 700 
GO TO 50 FRC 710 
4O KW=KW.1 FRC 720 
SK=FNG(KW) FRC 730 
CK1=SPT(1 .-SKK) FRC 740 
s0 CONTINUE FRC 750 
DO 140 ,=NCW FRC 760 
NN=J.UN FRC 770 
IF (NW(2).EO.O) c(r TO 70 FRC 750 
IF (J.LF.NW(1)) C0 TO 70 FRC 790 
IF (J.GT.NW2) GO TO 60 FRC 800 
LL=LPANI+NW(2)*(T-I)+J-tW(l) FPC 810 
IL=II FRC P20 
JLL=J-NW(1) FRC 30 
L=2 FRC 840 
FN=NW(2) FRC PS0 
GO TO 80 FC 860 
60 LL=LPAN2+NW(3)*(I-I)+J-NW? FRC P70 
IL=1II FRC 8PO 
JLL=J-NW2 FRC P90 
FRC 900 
FN=NW(3) FRC 91O 
Go, TO Po FRC 920 
70 LL=NN FRC 930 




















IF (DF(NL).LE..001) GO TO 90 FRC103O
 
IF (PTIAL.LE.O.1) GC TO 100 FRC1040
 
IF (NW(3).EQ.O) GO TO 120 FRC1050
 
IF CLL.GE.PJWI(3,NL).AND.LL.LF.NjW2(3,NL)) GC TC 110 FRC1060
 












GO TO 	130 FRCl130
 
i00 	 IF (NW(?).NF..AKDo.LL.LE.LPANI) GC TO 90 FRC1140
 
















GO TO 130 FRC1230
 
120 IF (LL.GE.MJhI(P.NL).AN.LL.LE.MJ?(2,NL)) rO TO 110 FRC1240
 













































































































































































































































CLRF=CLPR CLRS*AA*YLE(1) FRC1950 
CNR=CNR+CNRS*AA FRC196o 
170 COTINUF FRC197O 
MM=(NCW-NW3) * FRClqSO 
IF (LL.EG.MJW2(IUNL)) NL:KL+] FRCIggo 
180 CONTINUE FPC2000 











no 210 J=I,NcI' FRC220 
JJ=J FRC2130 
IF (J.LE.NW(I)) CC TO 2nO FRC2140 





GO TO 200 FRC2200 















SUP4=SUM4' CK?*XG FRC2360 
SUM5=SJ5 + CK3 FRC2370 
SUN06=SUM6+CK3*XQ FRC23PO 







































































SUPPOUTINF FUSLFT (CPF9HZLFShCFFF SSCS9LX1) FLF 10
 











































no 50 I:1,NCUW 

FLF I1O





































IF (L.GE.?) CST(I)=SIN(TkETA) 
 FLF 300
 



























DO PC K=IqNCU 
 FLF 400
 





































































































100 	 AW(J)=AW(J)+CA(K)*COS((FJ-1.}*(2.*FK-1,)*PI/(2.*FNF)) FLF 750
 
IF (J.EQ.I) AW(J)=AW(J)/FNF FLF 760
 
IF (J.NE.1) AW(J)=AW(U)*2./FNF FLF 770
 
lie COMTINUE ELF 780 
C FLF 79o 
C * EPPIRICAL PETI-OD TO FIND THE STATICN AT WHICH THE FLOW CEASES TC PEFLF Soo 














IF (J.GE.2) SWM±=qPJ-0.h*AW(J4l)*(SIN((FJ-1.)*TI-)/(FJ-])+SIK((FJ.IFLF 880
 
I.)*TH)/ (FJ*I. ) 	 FLF 890
 










13C 	 COrTINUE FLF 950 
IF (L.NF.O) CO TO 1SO FLF f0 
WRITE (6190) FLF 970 
9JPITP (6,2n0) FLF 5P0 




140 WRITE (6,1PO) XC.RP(I),CTL(1) FLFInlo
 
























1(0 	 CONTINUE FLFI140
 
IF (L.NE.0) GC TC 170 FL11S0
 
WRITF (69220) CLF FLF1160
 
WRITE (6,210) CVF FLF1170
 






IPO FOPPAT (11F12.5) FLF1210
 
190 FOPPAT (/SX,E3FTOTAL PPESCIJPE LCACTNG AT EACH X-STATION, PASED ON FLF122A
 
1LOCAL PADIUS) 	 FLF1?30
 










'FORAT (/5X,43TNE FUSELAGE PCTENTIAL MOMENT COEFFICIENT =,F.O.5) FLF1250
 









DIPENSION R(1), XF(1)9 PF(29), SKF( ,20), WARP(1), NIXF(I). NW(1), CPF 30
 
IXAS () CPF 40
 
















































IF (JL.EO.0) LTCTAL=LPANFI, CPF 220
 



































FLL=FIO+O,.5aPI*FI 1 CPF 3iO
 














































































IF (J.EC.O) CC TC 40 CPF 710
 
U(,+i)=U(J+I)-tP(KK)-P(IT)) RFX*ShP(NC,IP) L/F K CPF 720
 




V( +,)=V(J+I)P(KICK)*SNP(NCIP)*(FTX-RFTL)SL/FhK CPF 750
 


















IF (J.EQO.) V(J.1)=(-V(JI)*O.*PI+(RFTL-PFTO)*FI)/(4.*PI) CPF 290
 
IF (J.CT.1) V(.+I)=(-V(J+I)*O.c*PI)/(4.*PT) CPF 860
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IF (L.NE.,f N1=N.1 
 CPF 980
 
DO 140 K=I,NT 
 CPF g90
 






















































IF (L.LE.I) PHIX=PFIXU(J)*COS((FJ-1.)*THETA) 
 CPFIlAC
 
IF (L.rT.1) PFIX=P1I-X+U(J)*SIN((FJ-1.)*THETA) 
 CPFIgO
 
IF (L.LE.1) PFIT=PHIT+V(J)*(FJ-1.)*S'IN((FJ-I.)MTHETA) 
 CPFI?0o
 














































IF (JL.EO.LAST) WP!TE (OP) Pi-IX, FI-IT 
 CPF137o
 
IF (JL.EO.0) WPITF (07) P-IXPI-IT 
 CPF138O
 
GO TO 120 
 CPF139O
















IF (AM.LE.0.1) CC TO 130 

CPF1460






GO TO 140 

CPFI49o
130 	 CPF(K,!)=VlIF 

CPF1SO0
140 	 CONTINLE 

CPFSO







































IF (NW(?).NF.0) Iz=I7+KCc SOW 120 






IF (NW(2).NE.O) ISN=ISN+. 

SOW 160












































IF (J.QO.L1) On TC 10 

SOW 320
GO TO 	20 

SOW 33n






20 	 NL=PJJ(TNO)-1 

SOW 360
IF (NL.EO.LASTI) c0 70 30 

SOW 370
IF (J.EQ.KL) IND=ID+I 

SOW 380






































































































WK=IK+(FI+F2)tCHPC*SN(PT N)*SAPVA(JJ)*FCPi(P, F ) 
 SOW 6PO
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